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REVOLUTION

VERSUS

REFORM

"IT is to the advantage of the bourgeoisie to rely on
certain remnants of tbe' past as against the proletariat, for
instance, on the monarchy, the standing anriy, etc. It is
to the advantage of the bourgeoisie if llie bourgeois revolution does not too resolutely sweep away all the remnants
of the past, but leaves some of them, i. e. if this revolution
is not fully .consistent, if it -is not complete and if it is
not determined and relentless .... It is of greater advantage
to the bourgeoisie if the necessary changes in the direction
of bourgeois democracy take place more slowly, more gradually. more cautiously, less resolutely ; by means ofreforms
and not by means of revolution ..•. if these changes develop
as little as possible the independent revolut!<;mary activity,
initi~tive and energy of tbe common people, i. e. the peasantry and espe,c ially tbe workers, for otherwise . it will be
easi,er for the workers, as tbe French say, to hitch the rifle
from one sbouJde~ to the other i. e. to turn against ~he
bourgeoisie the guns which the bourgeois revolution will
place in their bands, the liberty wbfch the revolution will
bring, the democratic institutions which will s pring up on
the ground that is cleared of serfdom. On the other hand.
it is more advantageous for the working class if the n~cessary
changes in the direction of bourgeois democracy take place
by way of revolution and not by way of reform; fo'r the
way of refbtm is the .way of delay, of procrastination, of
the painfully slow decomposition of tbe putrid parts of. the
national organism. Tt is the proletatiat and the· peasantry
that suffer first of all and· most of all from· tlieir pu trefact·
ion. The revolu~ary way is the way· of quic~ amp'iHation.
which is the lfltst painful to the proletadat, tbe way of the

direct removal of the decomposing parts, the way of fewe~t
concessions to and least consideration for the monarchy and
the disgusting, vile, rotten and contaminating institutions
which go with it.''
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FOREWORD
THIS year, on the 1st of October, 1969, we shall be .celebrating .tbe 20th anniversary of the founding of the People's
Republic of China. This is indeed a joyful occasion, not
only for the 700 million people of China but also for all
revolutionaries throughout the world.
This event gains added significance because it follows
the all-round success gained in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and its further political conso lidation in the
successful conclusion of the Ninth National Congress of the
Communist Party of ~hina in April of this year.
All these successes were directly due to the wise and
correct Marxist-Leninist guidance given personally by
Comrade Mao Tsetung, the greatest Marxist-Leninist of our
era. He was the great helmsman who steered the Communist
Party of China through all the violent storms of class struggle
and brought i~ safely to shore.
Therefore, i.t .behoves all reyolutionaries, particularly· in
the not-yet liberated countries,. to stuqy and master Mao
1'setung Thought inorder that we could apply it to the
concret~ realities· of revolutionary practice in our own countries. The ideas containe~ in this book bad in many cases
found expression in .the form of articles at various stages by
the author. The present attempt is to bring all these ideas
together and to present them as an integrated whole. ln
!lome places, they are furthe.r expapded and explained.
In
some cases there are repetitions which could not be avoided.
It is an attempt to present as simply as possible to the ave·

Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought.
This IS not an
easy task. All the odds are against us. Only Truth is t>n
our side. Therein lies the importance of mastering revoluti onary theory. This book, as was stated earlier, is beine.
written with the hope that it will arm our comrades with
revolutionary theory which we hope they wilt make use of
to bring about a revolutionary change of society a'i early as
possible.

rage reader the most revolutionary theory of our era - Mao
Tsetung Thought.
fhis is not being written as an exercise i o intellectual
past1me. It is being written with the hope that it will arm
all revolutionaries with the correot th.eories that can enable
them to overthrow our main enemies- fore!gn imperialism,
feudalism and their running dogs, such as the UNP , FP •
etc. and to bring about a revolutionary change in the social
struct ure of our country.

There is no doubt that practice is primary just a~
matter is primary . But just as the mind is the highest
form of matter so also theory arises from practice. But the
correctness of a theory can be tested only in practice which
in turn enriches theory.

For us, theory is not a dogma. It is meant to be a
guide to action. It was Kart Marx who said: " Hitherto
philosophers have only interpreted the world. Our doty is
to change it' '· Lenin has taught us that "without revolutionary theory there cannot be revolutionary practice.''

Therefore, there cannot be any separation between theory
and practice. We learn theory inorder to put it into prac·
lice. Comrade Mao Tsetung once said that MarxismLeninism is like an arrow. But it must be aimed at the
target of the concrete revolutionary practice in each country.
If we shoot wildly and not at the target. the ar row will
go wild ly and not hit the target.
At the same time, we
c3nnot hit the target without the arrow.

At the same time, we must realise that there is never
a vacuum in our brains. Bither it is filled with bourgeois
ideology or with proletarian ideolo~ and there is a constant
struggle going on between these two inside our brains. As
Comrade Mao Tsetung once is reported to have said: "There
cannot, fo r long, be any peaceful co-existence between these
two ideologies inside our brain. Either one or the other
must triumph.''

We must be conscious that every day, every hour and every
minute, from the time we are born, through the old society and
its reactionary social c ustoms, through the schools, through the
pulpit, the cinema and the radio and the bourgeois newspapers
(which bas become a mass corrupting influence in Ceylon}, through the so-ca1led modern fash~ons, like the miniskirt, crazy hair
styles, crazier dances like the twist, etc., our minds are bombarded
by bourgeois and counter-revolutionary ideas. We are subjected to super- pressure salesmanship of bourgeais ideas and
they do succeed in influencing people, par.ticularly the youth
and diverting their minds from the real issues that confront
them and thus corrupt them.

!

Therefore, there must be no mechanical separation between theory and practice. Those who exaggerate the impo~
rtance or theory while neglecting to study the concrete
practice in each country are called dogmatists, or as we
call them in Ceylon •'Pothe Guru". Those who a re interested
only in practice and neglec!. the importance or theory are
empiricists.
Both are wrong. Theory without practice and practice
without theory are both useless. There must b e a unity of
both.

Tbe

We must fight against this. We must fl.gbt for the
supremacy of proletarian ideolOjy, for the s.upremacy of
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CHAPTER I

MAO

TSETU~G

TIIOUGIIT

"Tbe East is Red, the sun rises,
In China there appears Mao Tsctung"
These a re the opening lines of a simple song written by an
ordinary Chinese peasant in honour' of Chairman Mao Tsetung
aod the Communist Party of China. Tbis song has today virtually
become China's nat iona1 anthem. The reason for this is that.
behind these simple lines, lies a profound truth.
China is a great cou~try, the most populous in the world with a population that has passed the 700 million mark. Jt
inherits a great civilisation, perhaps the oldest in the world--going
back beyond 5000 years. 1t was the country that gave to the
world many new invent ions like printing and gun powder, etc.
But, today, it must be accepted that the gteatest gift it has
g1veo to the world is Comrade Mao Tsetung, the greatest
Marxist-Leninist of our era. Comrade Mao Tsetung is one of
those rare men of genius who are destined to )eave their mark
on the fate of mankind. He is no exclusive Chinese phenomenon
just as Karl Marx was not just a German nor Lenin just a
Russian. These -men belong to the whole world. They are nil
great internationalists whose thinking, activities and impact
transcends the boundaries of tbe country in which they may
happen to have been born . Herein lies the internationa l
sign ificance of Mao T setung Thought.

The revolutionary activities of our era arc so wholly
dominated and influenced by Mao Tse~ung ~ought that ther.e
is no doubt that his tory will recorcl as tts verdtct that our era ts
the era of Mao Tsetung.

forcibly and brilliantly the fundamental revolutionary truths
of Marxism. This be did in a series of brilliant polemical
works which still remain as outstanding Marxist classics, e.g.
"State and Revolution", '·The Proletarian Revolution and the
Renegade Kautsky'', etc.

Marxism
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels were the co-founders of
scientific socialism.
They lived during the stage of Lhe
development of capitalism. They studied its laws of deve.lopmenl
and taught the!,e Jaws to tbe working class _so. th~t 1t could
understand them nnd learn how to overthrow cap1tahsm .. Mar~
and Engels taught us the laws of cla~s struggle. of revotuuon , o
the dictatorship of the proletariat as well as the theo~y of the
state. But they were not destined to li ve. to see t~e1r drea~s
come true, to see their views translated mto practsce. Their
views came to be known as Marxism.
Lenin was a Marxist wh:> became active in the revolutiona.~y
movement at the time when capitalism had de~elop~d to t s
final stage of imperialism. In other wor?s, he lsved '".the era
of imperialist wars and social revolutions. He ~pplled . the
teaching" of Marxism to tbe changed conditions o~ hiS own time.
J n dotng so, be developed Marxism to the htgher stage of
Leninism .
Lenin's first task was to wage a titallic tde?logical strug~le
against tbe then leaders of the Second Interoattonal-: men h.ke
Kautsky and Bernstein who claimed to have succeeded to t~e
of Marx and Engels after ttle latter's death. But, tn
mant1e
.b M
d Engel~
fact. they had nothing in common wtt
arx an
.
.,.
They had revised and re-wri Lten the revolutiona~y teachtngs of
Marx and Engels. Dropping out the ~e~olutt onary cont~nt
of these great founders of scientif.ic soctahsm.' these py~mJes
like Kautsky and .Bernstein had substituted for ~~ tbe theones of
pea<..efut transition to socialism through the parhamentary ~at\
They had transformed the -parties ~f 1he Second .lnternatiOna
from revolutionary parties wto pa~lmmentary partles.
ln otlier words, they had revised the revolutionary_ l~leo_rie~

~.:
Is That is wby Lenin called them revtslomsts.
of Mar.x an j .. nge .
.
.
Therefore, Len in's first task was to re-dtscover nnd re-state
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Leninism
But Len in was not merely a theoretician. He was also
a man of action. One of his greatest contributions to the treasure
house of Marxism is his theory about how to fashion s party of
the new type, the Bolshevik Party which was created by Lenin
and which became the weapon for carrying out tbe October
Revolution. It was a party with an iron discipline, armed
with the revolutionary truths of Marxism, treed from opportunism, governed by the principles of democratic centralism ,
using the weapon of self-criticism and having close ties with
the people .
With the help of such a party, Lenin led the first successful
workers' revolution in the world and established the first
socialist state which was to be a beacon light to oppressed
peoples all over the world . In doing so, Lenin transformed
theory into practice, a dream into reality. In addition Lenin
solved a number of problems connected with the establishment
and safeguarding of the dictatorship of the proletariat in a
single country surrounded by the sea of capitalism. But he
did not live long enough to solve all the problems tb:~t arose in
the course of a venture that had no precedent to go by.
.But be bad raised Marxism to new heights and, hence, Marxism
began to be referred to as Marxism-Leninism .
Stalin continued Lenin's tasks and, despite some mistakes.
he did a good job in building socialism in one country and
defending it against the savage fury of Hitler-fascist aggression.
Tbe success of building socialism in the Soviet Union under
Stalin and the vital part it played in the destruction of worJJ
fascism not only enabled socialism to spread beyond the confines
of a single country but also created a completely new sil uation
in the world, wherein a decisive shift took place in the balance
of forces in favour of the forces standing for socialism and

revolution. This shift became yet more decisive with the
success of the Chinese revolution in 1949 whe~ one-fourth of
humanity broke with imperialism and feudal tsm and b.ur~au
cratic capitalism and took the step forward towards soctahsm.
An entirely new, situation had arisen which was favourable to
the success of world revolution.

Mao Tsetung Thought
Comrade Mao Tsetung applied Marxism-Leni.nis~ to the
concrete realities of the Chinese revolutionary SttuattOn.. In
giving it correct guidance and leading to s~ccess the Cbtnes:
revolution through all its tortuous paths tn the course
.
f
·
· erialism and nat1ve
protracted struggle a•gatnst orelgn tmp . ·
. .
th
feudalism and bureaucratic capitalism and m establtsbtng e
dictatorship of the proletariat in China,
Comrade. Ma~
Tsetung had displayed rare ability in app~ying the un~versa
truths of Marxism-Leninism to the concrete revoluttonary

o:

situation in China.
Comrade Mao Tsetung not only led the Chinese Rev~lutbiont
.
h d' t t b·p of the proletanat u ·
to success and established t e tc a ors t
r the
also found solutions to many questions that ar.ose afte h. h
establishment of the dicta~orship of .the prol~~anat to w tc
Lenin did not have the time to find soluttOns.
With unerring farsightedness, Comrade Mao ~setu~g
pointed out that classes would continue to exi~t durmg .t e
entire historical epoch from socialism to commumsm and t~at ,
therefore, clasg struggJes would continue to exi.st. ~v~n a te~
the socialist revolution. With rare genius, by tnttl~tmg .an
personally lead ing the Great Proletarian Cultural Rev.o~~ttOnf
he showed how to carry on a revolu.~i~n under the condttto~s 0
the dictatorship of the proletari~t; 'how to prev~nt the re-s~o
ration Qf capitalism in China as bad happened tn the Sovtet
Union and in the other countries ruled by . the . mo.defU
0
revisionists: bow to sa.feguard -and strengthe,n the dt~tato7htp ~
·the proleta~iat in China; how to carry the r~volut10n t uoug
to the end ; and , finally, bow to pre~erve Chtna as a base (Qr
world revolution.
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Comrade Mao Tsetung simullaneo·usly carried out a
great ideological campaign ngainst the poisonous theories of
modern revisionism and in defence of the purity of MarxismLeninism. He had to re-discover and te-state the fundame:ttal truths of Marxism-Leninism against the attempts of
the Khrusbchovite modern revisionists to revise them and to rob
them of their revolutionary content.
He was performing,
his
day,
the
same
task
lbat
Lenin
had
performed in his
10
day. One has only to ask himself what would have happened to
the international revolutionary movement if China bad followed
Russia into the revisionist camp to realise the tremendous
historical and international significance of the ideological
struggle waged against modern revisionism by the Communist
Party of China under the leadership of its great leader,
Comrade Mao Tsetuog. This great ideological struggle has not
merely vindicated Marxism-Leninism. It has also re-vitalised
the entire international communist movement and made sure of
the final victory of world revolution aa well as the final defeat
of world imperialism along with its prop) modern revisionism.
In the course of these activities, Comrade Mao .Tselung
has further enriched Marxism-Leninism and creatively developed it to a new stage. We call this Mao Tsetung Thought.
Mao Tsetung Thought is the acme of the development of
Marxism-Leninism. It is, therefore, not something different
or separate from Marxism·LeninisLJ,l. Least of all, is it opposed
to Marxism-Leninism. Lenin creatively developed Marxism to
the stage of Leninism .
Comrade Mao Tsetuog creatively
developed Marxism-Leninism to the stage of Mao Tsetung
Thought. Mao Tsetung Tbougbt is a further development of
Marxism-Leninism just as Marxism-Lenin-ism itself is a further
development of Marxism.
Tbat is why just as, during the time of Lenin, whoever
opposed Leninism in fact opposed Marxism, so also today,
whoever opposes Mao Tsetung Thought opposes MarxismLeninism. Today, support for · Marxism-Leninism has no
meaning if it does not extend to support for Mao Tsetung
Thought which is the highest stage which the development of
Marxism-Leninism bas reached. Marxism-Leninism- Mao Tsetung
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Thought is today the most advanced revolutionary Thouglit
in the world. It is the only correct guide to the revolu·
tionary movement of all oppressed peoples.
As Comrade Mao Tsetung's closest comrade-in-arms,
Comrade Lin Piao has so aptly summed it: "Comrade Mao
Tsetung is the greatest Marxist-Leninist of our era. He has
inherited, defended and developed Marxism-Leninism wit.h
genius, creal ively and comprehensively and has brought tt
to a higher and completely ne~ stag~. ~ao ~s~tun~ Thou~bt
is Marxism-Leninism of the era m wh1cb tmpenahsm ts head1og
for total collapse and socialism is advancing to world-wide

CHAPTER 11'

TilE GREAT

UEB4T}~

victory."
That is wbv revolutionaries all over the
singing with the Chinese:

world are

••Sailing in the seas depends on .the helmsman
Making revolution depends on Mao Tsetung Though l".

Anyone who is even remotely interested in politics must be
aware of the fact that a great ideological battle bas been
raging inside the international communist and revolutionary
movement for nearly a decade. But not many are clearly aware
or the fundan:;ental issues at stake. Since this great debate bas
had its repercussions inside the revolutionary movement in
Ceylon also, it is essential that all genuine re vo lutionarie~
in our country must be aware of what are the fundamental issues
at stake and to be able to demarcate right from wrong.
The bourgeois press and reactionaries of all kinds have
b.:en vainly attempting to reduce this greatest ideological
conflict of our time to national rivalry and conflict of interests
between two countries, China and Russia.
1t is true that the
leadership to the Marxist-Leninist movement is given by the
Communist Party of China, beaded by the greatest MarxistLeninist of our era, Comrade Mao Tsetuog. 1t is also true that
the maio centre of modern revisionism is in the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union. But this struggle is not a national
struggle between Ch~na and Russia based on conflicting national
interests. I~ is a global ideological struggle.between the ideas of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought as represented by the
Communist Party of China, the Party of Labour of Albania,
and all other gell'uine Marxist-Leninist parties and groups and
th:: ideas of modern r~visionism whose leading centre .ls in
the Soviet Communist Party.
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The very fact that the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution
in China revealed the existence of modern revisionists, like Liu
Shao-chi who t,¥anted to take China back on the path of
capitalist' restoration as bad happened in the Soviet .Union
proves tbat tbis was no national struggle but that tt was
an ideological struggle.
It is an ideological struggle that
invorves the entire international revolutionary movement, and
not that of just two countries, China and Russia.
There are others wbo feel sorry and dismayed and disheartened that such an ideological conflict should have occurred
and that it should have led to a split io the international
communist movement. They feel that if the split had not taken
place between China and R\tssia, lhe anti-imperialist forces
would have been stronger
There is half a truth in tbis. If the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union and the other parties associated with it bad
not succumbed to the p01sonous theories of.modern revisionism
there is no doubt that tbe anti-imperialist forces today would be
far stronger. But one might equally pose the other alternative.
What would have happened to the international communist and
revolutionary movement if the Communist Party of China had
followed th~ Soviet Party into the revisionist camp? The
prospect is unthinkable.
Besides, we must understand that everything progresses
and develops by means of contradictions and struggles. Comrade
Mao Tsetung has taught us lhe universality of contradiction.
and that, therefore, opposition and struggle between different
ideas constantly occur inside the communist party too. it
occurs inside the international •communist movement too. It
occurs even inside a single individual. This is nothing strange
because they were a reflection of the class contradictions that
exist outside and tbe struggle between the old and tbe new.
Therefore these contradictions between right ideas and
wrong ideas and the struggles between them are inevitable and
unavoidable- wbecher it be inside an individu~l. a national put,Y
or an international movement. Our duty should not be to
cover up these contradictions, to push them under the carpet, as
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it were. On the contrary, our duty must be to bring,out into
lhe open these contradictions, to allow the clash between the
wrong ideas and the right ideas and, through tbat process.
permit the correct ideas to triumph and go forward.
There is no doubt that some damage would be done to
existing unity.
This is unavoidable. There cannot be any
construction without destruction.
When, immediately after
the October Revolution,
Lenin formed the Third International out of the new left groups that bad emerged out
of the old, decadent and revjsionist rparties of the Second
International, there was no doubt that he was destroying
the unity of the Second International.
But it was to be
replaced by a more powerful and more united r~volutionary
movement-the Third International, under the leadership of
Lenin and, later, Stalin.
Today, a large number of the parties that once
constituted the Third International have gone the same way
as the old parties of the Second International.
They have
become traitors and betrayers of the working class and
revolution. A new contradiction, like during the time of
Lenin, bas arisen. The old unity lies shattered. But, as a
result of this great ideological debate and the victory of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, a newer and greater
and higher revolutionary unity on an international scale will
be· realised, That is a good thing, and not a bad thing.
Some comrades need to be reminded that this is not
the first debate to have occurred inside the international
communist movement. This is, in fact, the third big debate
to have taken place inside the international communist
movement.
The first debate took place during the life time of
Lenin. Marx and Engels were the founders of scientific
socialism. They taught the working class the Jaws of class
struggle, revelutioo, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
theory of the state, etc. But they were not destined to Jive
to see their views translated into practice.
9

The First International was formed under the leadership
of Marx.
Its main function was that it popularised the
ideas of scientific socialism in Europe and North America
and brought into existence small groups in these countries
dedicated to this t.tsk.
In 1871. took place the famous
Paris Commune when the workers of Paris seized power for
the first time in history and held it for three months against all
odds. But the French and German bourgeoisie joined hands
to crush this first attempt by the workers to seize power.
After the brutal suppression of the Paris Commune,
repression reigned supreme for a time in Europe.
The
headquarters of the First International was shifted to North
America and became defunct.
Marx died soon after.
His great colleague and colla·
bora tor, Engels carried on and continued bis work. Under
his leadership was formed the Second International. Some
of the constituent parties of this International exist to this
day. Examples are the British Labour Party, and French
and Italian Socialist Parties, German Social Democratic
Party, etc.
But Engels did not Jive to see the degeneration of these
parties. That process took place after his death. After the
death of Marx and Engels the leadership of the Marxist
movement fell into the bands of such rank opportunists as
Kautsky and Bernstein who were then simultaneously leaders
of the German Party which was the strongest unat of the
Jnl::rnational at that time. These two men revised nnd
re-wrote the revolutionary teachings of Marx and Engels dropping out all their revolutionary content. Instead they
preached the policy of peaceful transition to socialism
through the parliamentary path.
FOT this purpose they
proceeded to convert the parties of the Second International
into pure parliamentary parties.
On the eve of the first
world imperialist war the German party bad over a
hundred deputies in parliament.
But so great was its
degeneration and abandonment of all revolutionary principles,
that &oing contrary to the solemn and unanimous declaration
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of opposing all iro perialist wars to which the party itself
bad subscribed earlier io 1912 at the Basic international
conference, .tbere was onl.Y one communist, Karl Liebne kt
to vote agamst the grantmg of war credits to the Kai~er~
lt .was against this falsification and revision of the
revolutiOnary• theories
of Marx and Engels tbat Len 1· 0 b ad
•
•
to . wage a ht~ntc tdeological struggle wben he came into
act1ve leadership of the Russian revolutionary movement.
But th~ ~truggle was by no means confined to Russia. lt
raged mstde the revolutionary movements of the whole of
Europe.

. In .oppositio~ to Kautsky and Bernstein and others of
tbe1r ~J~d, Lenm ~ad to re-discover and forcibly re-state
t~e o~g1~al revolutaonary teachings of Marx and Engels. He
d1d tbts tn the course of a series of brilliant polemical
works, .such as ''State and Revolution", "The Proletarian
RevolutiOn a nd the Renegade Kautsky", which have remained
immortal classics to this day.
This, then, therefore was the first great debate that
took place ~nside tbe international communist movement
between. ~en~n and tbe revisioniats of his time. The present
~ay revts•omsts, from Khrusbchov to .Keuneman have not
1rnproved on any of t~e theories originally put forward by
Ka~tsky ~nd . Bernstetn and brilliantly refuted by Lenin
durmg hiS ume.
They are merely repeating the same
bal~~r~sb .. The only reason wby they are called the modern
rev1atomst~ IS to distinguish them from the revisionists of
Lenin's hme.
Finally, let us remember that the triumph of the
October Revolution in Russia in 1917 was made possible
bec~use of tbe ideological struggle carried on by Lenin
~~~anst the revisioni~ts of his time and its victory at least
InSide the Russian revolutionary movement.
Without such
a. r~lentless ideological struggle by ·Lenin against ·tbe revisJomsts and its victory inside Russia the Octob¢r Revolution
wou ld have been impossible.
,
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people forget the historical fact that Trotsky carlilr constantly
feuded with Lenin in exactly the same way he was to feud
with Stalin later.
The imperialists and the Trotskyists bave spared no paim
to build up the myth that Trotsky was a close collaborator
of Lenin despite the fact that Trotsky joined the Bolshevik
Party only two months before the October Revolution and
that he had constantly been in political opposition to Lenin.
Lenin, himself has left the most unforgettable sketch of
Trotsky.
Said he:
" The old participants in the Marxist
movement know Trotsky very well, and there is no need
to discuss him for their benefit. But the younger generation
of workers do not know him, and it is th!:refore necessary
to discuss him, for he is typical of an the five coteries
abroad, which, in fact, are also vacillating between the
Liquidators and the Party.

" Jn the period of the old Iskra (1901- 1903) these waverers
who flitted from the "Economists" to the "lskra-ists" and
back again were dubbed "Tushino deserters" (The name given
in the turbulent times in Russia to soldiers who deserted from
one camp to anoth~r).
"When we discuss Liquidationism we discuss ·a definite
ideological trend which grew up in the course of many
years, the roots of which are interlaced with those of
"Menshevism" and "Economism" in the twenty years' history of
Marxism, and which is connected to the policy and ideology
of a .definite class. the liberal bourgeoisie.
''The only ground the " Tusbino deserters" have for
claiming that they stand above factions is that they ;,borrow"
their ideas from one faction one day and from another
faction another day. Trotsky was an ardent "lskra-ist" in
1901-03 and Ryazanov described his role at the Congress
of 1903 , as "Lenin's cudgel." At the end of 1903, Trotsky
was an ardent Menshevik:, i.e. he deserted from the Iskra.
ists to the "Economists". He said that there was "a gulf
between the old and the new Iskra". fn 1904-05, he deserted
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the Mensheviks and began to oscillate, co-operaling with
~art~nov (the Economist) at one moment and proclaiming
hiS Jocongruously left "permanent revolution" theory the
ne~t. In 1906-07, he approached the Bolshevik< and io the
spring of 1907 be declared that he was in ngreement with
Rosa Luxemburg.
" In the period of disintegration. after long "non-factional"
vacillation, ~e again went to the Right. and 10 August 1912.
he entered mto a bloc witb the Liquidators. Now he has
deserted them again, a1though. in substance, he reiterates
the1r paltry ideas.
. •·.such types. are characteristic as the wreckage of past
htstoncal formattons, of !be time when the mass labour
movement in .Russia was still latent, and when every coterie
had "s~ffici~nt room" in which to pose as a trend, group
o~ faction, tn short, as a "power". negotiating amalgamation
w1th others.
''The younger g~neration of workers must know thoroughly
whom they are dealing with when people come before them
making incr~dibl~ pretentious claims. but absolutely refusing
to reckon. w1th etther the Party decisions which since 1908
have defmed a~d established our attitude towards Liquidationism, or wtth the experience of the present-day labour
movement in Russia which has actually brought about the
unity or the majority on the basis of full recognition on
the afore,aid decisions."
. T~ay, the question as to whether socialism could be
hutlt "' one country or not is no longer a debatable point.
It had been done by the Bolsheviks in Russia and history
has. ~ecorded its verdict and passed on. No amount of hairsplJ.ttJ~g by the Trotskyists can today upset the fact that
soctaJ,sm was bu.lt
. th e Sovtet
.
.
.
1
to
Un10n,
a s10gle
socialist
s~atc surrounded by capitalist and imperialist states Today
t . e controversy is as dead as a door nail.
But in the
nmeteen
tb•
r
.
1r tes when this controversy raged there were many
~enutne revolutionaries who doubted whether socialism could
e butll in one country. 'But after a time. Trotskyism
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ceased to be a mistaken ideology inside the working class
movement and turned out to be an agency of counter-revolution.
Jt was against this counter-revolutionary philosophy of
Trotskyism that, under the leadership of Stalin and the Bolshevik
Party, all genuine Marltist-Leninists and revolutionaries
carried on a great ideological battle in the period preceding
the Second World War. This, therefore, was the second great
debate inside tbe international communist movement. It bad
its repercussions inside Ceylon, too, in that it created the
first split in the Lanka Samasamaja Party and led to the
formation of the Ceylon Communist Party.
Just as Lenin's ideological struggle against the revisionists of his time and its victory inside Russia made possible
the October Revolution so also the victorious struggle
carried on by Stalin against Trotst;yism make possible the
building of socialism in the Soviet Union and its safeguarding .
against the savage fury of Hitler.- fascist aggression. It also
made it possible for socialism to spread beyond the confines
of a single state and become a global force - t hus, laying
the basis for the future victory of world revolution.
Today, we are in the midst of the third great debate
inside the international communist and revolutionary movement. This great ideological struggle is being waged between
the forces of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, led
by the Communist Party of China headed by the greatest
Marxist-Leninist of our era, Comrade Mao Tsetung, the
Party of tabour of Albania headed by the great MarxistLeninist, Comrade Enver Hoxha, and all .other Marxist-Leninist
parties and groups on the one band and the forces of
modern revisionism whose main centre is in the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and all other assorted sections
of modern revisionists on the other.
Along with the great successes scored by the international
and working class movement at the end of the
Second World War, there also appeared inside it an adverse
current. This was, at first, represented by Earl Browder,
the then General Secretary of the Communist Party of the
United States who preached the ideas or class collaboration
in the service of U.S. imperialism. But his attempts were
comm~nist
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soon rebuffed with the aid of fraternal parties.
Next to come
out into the open with hi~ revisionist views was Tito who
had long been a bidden agent of imperialism and the
bourgeoiJie insido the communist movement.
But he was
drummed out of the international communist movement
which was tben under the capable leadership of Comrade
Stalin.

It was only after the death of Sta1in and at the notorious
counter-revolutionary 20th and 22nd Congresses of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union that Khrusbchov
wove all rhe earlier revisionist theories into an intergruted
whole and presented 1hem to the world as a philosophy.
Misusing the enormous prestige that had accrued to the
Soviet Union as a result of its glorious feats against Hitlerfascism, abusing the prestige of the land of Lepin and
Stalin, the land of the October Revolution aod the land
where the first workers' state was born, Kbrushchov used
the Soviet baron to thrust down the throats of many a
communist p~rty his false theory of modern revisionism.
~here he could not have his way he engineered ~plits and
disrupted tbe monolithic unity of the international communist
movement which had been inherited from the days of Stalin.
With a great ballyho and with the understandable
support from the imperialists 'lnd bourgeois press he noisely
propagated the theories of peacefu I co·exis ence-with imperialism,
peaceful competition with capital1sm and peaceful traosition
t~ • socialism through parliament. Through his notorious
VISit to the United States he inaugurated the era of political
collusion with U.S. jmperialism and consequent betrayal . of
all national liberation movements.
rn the economic field
h_e initiated polici6s which have today led to the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union and other counrrie!t
ruled by the modern revisiOnists.
Today, the
by the modern
Capitalism has
bourgeoisie has

Sl!lviet Union and the other countries rukcf
revisionists are no longN socialist countries.
been fully restored and !a new type of
emerged in these countries.
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The private plots belonging to the collective farmers
have been doubled- thus encouraging the development of
capitalism in the countryside.
ln industry. the c.pitalist
principle of the profit incentive and material benefits has
been introduced- resulting in strikes and industrial chaos.
Foreign monopoly capitalist exploitation of the Soviet
people has been permitted. Giant international monopolies,
lilc:e the Italian Fiat Company- with the backing of U.S.
imperialist banks- have been permitted to open up factories
in the Soviet Union and to exploit Soviet labour. Japanese
monopoly interests have been allowed to exploit the resources of Siberia.
ft h1s, of course, been a notorious fact for years that
the economy of Yugoslavia cannot function for a day without
U.S . and British capital.
The great U.S. monopoly
capitalists - the Hilton Company.- is building one of its
chain of famous hotels on the banks of Lake Balatoon in
Hungary. Krupps are building a factory in Poland. The·

examples could be multiplied.
The dictatorship of the proletariat has bern transformed
into a dictatorship of the new bourgeoisie under the slogan
of the dictatorship of the whole people. The leading role of
the communist party bas been abandoned. Sug~stion' have
been made for the introduction of the bourgeois democratic
system, with all its trappings of parliament and multiplicity
of parties.
In the cultural field, the flood gates have been opened
to all that is rotten and decadent in so-called western
bourgeois culture. Jazz, crazy dances like the twist, utterly
decadent films and hterature, mannequin parades, beauty
queen tompetitions, etc. have become the order of the day.
The foreign policy of collusion with U. S. imperialism
and other reactionary forces and betrayal of all revolutionary
movements are ba~ed on and are the result of the internal
restoration ~f capitalism in all spheres.

But Kbr~sh~hov·s b~trayal and treachery did not go
unchaJJenged tostde the mternatiooal communist movement.
(n a series of brilliant polemical works, which were noted
for their prof~odity and clarity of thought, the Communist
Party of Chtna rebutted the false positions of mod
. . .
k
ern
revtstontsm ta en up by Khrusbchov and certain other
loaders of West European communist parties. Heroic little
Albania had rebuffed Khrushchov as early as 1957 ·
Moscow and in 1960 at the Bucharest Conference.
tn
Khrusbchov's reply was to carry the differencc..s in
tdeology into toter-state relations. He severed aU connections
with Albania, tore up all economic aggrements witbd ew
all
specialists, and even broke off all ' diplom:tic
~latton~. and openly called for tbe overthrow of the Alba~
n•an governm~nt headed by Enver Hoxha. The brave reply
of the Albantans was:
We would rather eat grass than
knuckle down to Khrushchov. (t is a matter for irony that
tbe buffoon Khrusbehov who made these idl~ thre~ls has
been unceremoniously deposed from his seats of power while
Comrade £nver Hoxha sits even more firmer on his saddle
than before .

~oviet

. Not profitting from the failure of bit blustering tactics
Albania, K~rushchov was to repeat them a few year!'
later m another vatn attempt against mighty China in order
to bend .her polit~cal knee by means of economic pressure.
B~t, agatn, be fatled.
Turning a bad thing into a good
thmg, under. the wise guidance of Comrade Mao Tsetung,
the C~mmumst Party of China taught the 700 million people
of Ch1na to have faith in themselves and to tap the
enormous source of power of self reliance.
agatns~

The ~ommunist Party of Cbioa and the Party of Labour
of Alban.ta were supported in their firm Marxist-Leninist
stand pomt by many otbc:r fraternal parties who too refused
!~e auccumb ~ tbe Soviet baton. Notably among these were
of C~mmuotst Party of lndonesia, the Communist Pari y
p Thatluod, the Communist Party of Burma, the Communist
arty of Malaya, the Ceylon Communist Party etc. There
were also a few other parties who originally took up
19
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Marxist-Leninist stand points but who later resiled into the
fals~ positions of modern revisionism as a result of various
forms of Soviet blandishments . But from among almost 11\1
the parties that were dominated by the modern revisionist~
there have now emerged ~ew revolutionary groups or parties
based on Marxic;m-Leninhm-Mao Tsetung Thought.
Some
examples are the Communist Party of Australia (MarxistLeninist), the Communist Party of Italy ( Marxist- Leninist),
the Communist Party of France (Marxist-Leninist).
Let us, for a moment, go a l ittle deeper into the
fundamental issues involved in this trealest debate of our
time. If we might sum up the teachings of the great leaders
of the international communist revolutionary movement,
Ma•x, Engels, Lenin, St11lin and Mao Tsetung, we can put it
in this way:
We arc all living in class-ridden societies where one
class suppresses and exploits the other; that the class that
suppresses and oppresses the other class has built up, at
great expense a machinery to aid ils suppression and exploitation; that this machinery is called the machinery of
state whose princioal form is the armed forces; that the
main function ot' the machinery of the state is to safeguard
exploitation and prevent and crush any rising of the sup·
pres,ed class against the exploiting classes; that without the
guns in the hands of these wa1ch dogs of the exploiting
classes, exploitation cannot continue even for one moment~
that. therefore, if the oppressed classes want to liberate
themselves they must 'smash by force the repressive state
machinery that keeps them down, i.e. they must carry out
revolution aod replace the repressive bourgeois state machinery
by the state machinery of tbe working class which Marx
described as the d ictatorsbi p of .the . proletariat.
Finally, that this cannot be done through 'peaceful
transition by meJns of parliament but only through revolution;
that parliament is a ':\'capon · invented bY. the reactionaries
to adorn the naked dictatorship of Capital; to dull our
class consciousness, to confuse and fool us and to ·distract O\lr
attention from the real seats of power, wliich are the armed for-
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ce~;

that it is an attempt to substitute st ru gg1e b y words tor
•
tbe struggle ~y arms; that, therefore, we must not be fooled
by these parliamentary illusions· and that
.
reject the parliamentary path • and tak
t we mb ust fumly
·
.
e o I e path of
revo 1ut1on as tne ooly sahation for th e oppressed peoples.
Those· who
these views are revol u t 1onaraes.
'
.
L accept
. .
They
are M arxlst- en•msts.
Those who disagree with them or
oppo~e them are reformists and revisiona'sts
. I he
'
t'
f
· Tb'I S IS
astc
JOe
o
demarcation
between
Marxist
L
..
b d
· · ·
- eniQJStS and
mo ern revtsJonasts, between revolutionaries and reformists.
There are some who attempt to f•nd
'ddt
half-way • house, an attempt
to
bu
'ld
ba
'dm•
e toway,
1
.
rt ges,
ftnda
comprom•ses between
Manusm-Leninism
M
T
t
. . .
• ao se ung Thought
an d mo d ern
This is noth'tng b ut an attempt
· .revJstontsm ·
to reconctle
ureconcilables ' like the att ..,mpt to mix water
and
oil.
. ~odern revisionism is the very anti-thesis of MarxismLemOJsm-Mao Tsetung Thought · Th ere1or~
"
there cannot b
any
compromise between the two ·Those 'part'tes, sue h as
e
th
e .ommuntst Party of Japan, the Korean Workers' Part
:;: even some leaders. of the. Vietnamese Party who

c

·

·

abo~t u:rf:~~ec~ ~ar~Jst-Len~nist p~sitions,

origio~ally

pratt}~

but today
steps in th d g , unJty have, tn reahty , already taken the first
e ownward path that leads to modern revisionism.

has ~odern revisionism. is. the final force that world imperialism
act as a~: ;:;,Pfr?: .;tt~m 1t~e workmg class movement to
tree needs ~ co .J s toa . our of peril. That a rotten
of ,·ts
k p p '} not a stgn of its strength but a sign
wea oess. The att
of the attempt to b .
e~p t to cut the prop ~own is part
impossible to fi ht rm~ t e tree down. That Js why it is
the same time gfi ht~gamst . world tmperialism without, at
ceases to fight'
g. mg agatDst modern revisionism. He who
later cease to :s::nst .mod~rn r~vi~ionism will sooner or
illusion on tb' g . agatnst •mpenahsm. There must be oo
• ·
•
IS pomt.
Lenin in his d
1
.
revJsJontsm as th . fl
•
ay, c e&rly defwed
working class
e m uence of the bouraeoisie inside tbe
movement.
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Modern revisionism is as doomed as world imperialism.
Despite all the betrayals by the modern revisionists, the
world's revolutionary movements continued to make progress.
The tree may prefer the calm.
But the wind will not
subside. Similarly, however much tbe modern revisionists
may prattle about peaceful co-existence, peaceful competition
and peaceful transition to socialism, the facts of the class
struggle direct life in a different way. Every da} the tempo
of the revolutionary struggles against world imperialism,
beaded by U.S. imperialism, modern revisionism whose
maio centre is in the Soviet Communist Party and rcactionanes of all kinds are increasing.
Tbesc in its turn are bringing about internal contradictions
among the modern revisionists themselves.
They arc no
longer a united lot. As Cc-mrade Envcr Hox.ha has pointed
out brilliantly in his report to the Fifth Conaress of the
Party of Labour of . Albania,
•·At present · the revisionist
front bas been undermin~d in its foundations and it resembles a pack of hungry wolves ready to tear one
another to pieces. The conductor's baton does not any longer
have all the rnisionisl orchestra under its control.''
He
further stated that, "Various types of revi,ionism are
quarrelling with one another for spheres of influence and
demand to be as free a od independent as possible from
roubles inorder to get dependent on the dollar."
The aggression against Czechoslovakia carried out by the
Soviet social-imperialists and their accomplices has further
heightened this dissension and brought nearer the downfall
c:f modern revisionism. No amount of attempts to hold an
illegal so-called international conference of communist partie&
can repair the damage-. The final victory of Mllrxism-Leninism
is assured.
Ju:st as Lentn's successful ideological struggle against
the revisionists of his time made possible the victory of
the October Revolution; just as the victory of the struggle
waged by Stalin aaaiost Trotskyism made possible the
construction of socialism in tbe Soviet Union; so also the
vtctory of the Marx.ist-Leninists in the present great ideological struggle will make possible the victory of world
revolution .
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CHAPTER IJJ

-

1'1Ui GRE~T PUOLET~R.UN f.ULTUIUL REVOLUTJO~
THE Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution wh. h
ched all round success with the settin u
•
JC . reaorgans of power in all th
.
8 p of revolutionary
of the People's Republic eo!~;;:~es(;~~ au~ono~ous .regions
.
t e cxccptton of
the province of Taiwan) and
consolidated by tlle
wf hitch bas now been politicalJy
u conclusion of th N' h
National Congress of success
tb C
.
e tnt
without doubt the greatest e e o~:munt~t Party of China, is
profound in its influence thanp the Omcakt btng Revent e.ven more
o er evotu!Jon.

. J had the occasion to visit Cbioa twice durin
penod of the Great Proletarian Cultu I R
.
g the
therefore privileged to bave b d
h ra
ev_olutton. I was
side view of tb.
a ' w at one mtght can, a ringattention of frie~~ ::~tf. revolution wbich bas claimed the
Guards at Dr. Sun
oe. on a ~orld scale. 1 met the Red
was h
Yat-sen s Medtcal College in Caoton
I
.
s o~n round tbe New Peking Universit b
lecturer Jn the department of h1' I
. y Y a wont an
was one of th
P osophy, Nteh Yuan-tzu who
h
'
e seven who put up tbe fi t b'
on May 2Stb, 1966.
rs tg c aractcr poster
On my next visit I had tb
· ·
rneeting attended b
e great pnvtJege of speaking at a
Y nearly 5,000 Red Guards of the East
Is Red C
an cxpe _ommune of the Peking Institute of Geology. It was
nence that I am not likely to forget. I watched
;::~ny R~d Guard demonstrations and also read, with the
• P of tnterpreters, hundreds of big character
posters. l
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bad lengthy discusstons with leading members of th~ Central
Commtttee of the Communist Party of China and members
of the Cultural Revolution Committee under it. Finally, l had
the rare privilege of meeting Comrade Mao Tsetung who had
personally initiated and led the Great Proletarian ~ultur>tl
Revolution. 1 had discussions with him on that subject and
other allied matters.

1 therefore fed it my duty to explain as simply as
possible the meaning and purpose of the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution and its impact on the world. I do not
think thal there had been any other single incident an recent
times which had been so mali&ned as the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution of China. There was no abuse bad
enough to be burled at the head of Comrade Mao Tset~ng,
the great leader and initiator of the Cultural Re~olut10n.
From the so-called western imperialist and bourgeoiS press
to the outpourings of the modern revisionists whose main
centre is in the Soviet Communist Party, the reactionaries of
all kinds tried to sling mud at People's China and its great
leader and set up a world-wide anti-China chorus.
But Comrade Mao Tsetung has taught u:o that it is a
good thing to be :1ttac.kcd by the enemy because it shows us that
we are travelling on the correct road. Comrade Mao Tsetung
llas said "I hold that it is bad a,c; far as we are concerned
if a pe~soo, a political party, an army ~r a school is. not
attacked by the enemy, for in that case 1t would definttely
mean that we have sunk to the level of the enemy.
It is
good if we are attacked by tbe enemy, since it proves that
we have drawn a clear line of demarcation between the
enemy and ourselves. It is still better if tbe ene~y attacks
us wildly and paints us as utterly black aod wathout a
single virtue; it demonstrates that we have not only drawn
a clear line of demarcation between the enemy and O\irselves but achieved a great deal in our work" ·
Comrade Mao Tsetung has also taught us that. "We
should support whatever the enemy opposes and oppose whatever tbe enemy supports.'' Therefore, since the imperia-

ltsts, the modern revisionists and reactionaraes of all ktnds
are heaping abuse on the Great Proletarian Cultural Revo·
lution and its great leader, Comrade Mao Tsetung, revoluionaries everywhere must instinctively realise that what bas
bappened in China is good and that Co!I'rade Mao Tsetung
is the grealest Marxist-Leninist and revolutionary of our
era. That is why they must take time to learn about the
Cultural Revolution and understand its lessons. They must
also understand that the impact of this great event is going
to be felt not only in China but in the whole world. They
must firmly grasp the fact that it has got lessons of tremendous importance for the entire international revolutionary movement.
The Great t»rolctarian Cultural Revolution in China
was a revolution for capturing people's minds. It was an
atte~pt to uproot the .old feudal and bourgeois ideologyhabJts and thoughts- wh1ch had existed in China for thousands
of years and bad continued to exist even after the socialist
revolution had been successful; and to transplant in its stead
pro leta ria n, that is, working 'class ideology. It is the greates 1
intellectual ferment that the world bad ever seen. It was
n -~SSl) movement in which 700 million people had become
cntacs of the old world and the old ideas connected with
the old system of exploitation, "the old customs and habits
with wbicb imperialism and the exploiting classes used to
po1son the minds of the working people." It was an end·
~avour to bring the super-stru.cture into
line with the
change~ socialist economic base. ~It would probab)y take
centunes before its full effects could be felt.
The Communist Party of China, under the leaderobip
of tbe greatest Marxist-Leninist of our era Comrade Mao
Taetung, correctly believed that the captur; of state power
by t~e workinl! class was only a beginning.
One of the
spec1fic contributions of Comrade Mao Tsetung to the treasur~
ho~se of Marxism-Leninism is his summing up of the expenenccs of the revolutions in China and other countries
and his conclusion that classes and class struggles exist through·
out the entire historical epoch from socialism to communism;

.
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that tbere existed tbe danger of capitalist restoration and
the danger of the dictatorship of the proletariat being lost
and subverted.
No class that had been defeated takes kindly to its
removal from the seats of power. It schemes and ~laos .to
stage a come-back. In this attempt, one of. 1ts m~JD ~lhes
is the fact that old hablts and thoughts linger on tn mens mtnds.
lf a serious and successful attempt is not made to remould
men's ideology and thoroughly uproot all traces of the old,
bad bourgeois ideology, favourable conditions would hab~tde
been created for the bourgeoi>ie to make a successful
for the restoration of their power.
Lenin said, two years after the victory of the Octob.er
that after the bourgeoisie is overthrown, tts
Revolution
rtsistance 'is increased tenfold a'nd its strength is greater
than tbat of the proletariat that overthrew it, because the
bourgeoisie still possesses money and knowledge. and t.he
habit of power and administration and connection .w•~h
foreign capital, and also because of ~be ~orce of bab•t. •o
the minds of tbe people "bicb, be saad, as a fery ternble
rorce. Not until ch<tnge takes place in the minds and habits
of the people can the revolution be secured.
Lenin's actual quotation is as follows: ''The bourgeoisie,
whose resistance is increased tenfold by its overthrow (ev~n
if only in one country) and whose power lies not only an
the strength of international capital, in the stren~tb .a?d
durability of the international connections of the bourgeotste,
but also in the force of babit,
in the strength of small
production. For, unfortunately. small producti~n engenders
capitalism and the bourgeoisie continuously, datly, hourly,
..
:;pontaneously, and on a mass sea 1e .
As an article in Zeri I Popullit (Albania) put it: "His·
torical experience throughout the centuries has shown that _all
classes which seek to overthrow the ruling class and setze
state power, will for this purpose first of all -try _to reverse man's thinking and make preparations in. the td_e?lo·
gical field and then take advantage of it to seaze pohttcal
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power. This law remains completely in force in the period
of socialist society.
Ideologkal counter-revolution i~ tbe
raoguard of political counter-rel·olution". This was the role
played by a group of revisionist literary men of the Petofi
Club tn Hungary just prior to the attempt at counterrevo1uti~.>n in that country in 1956.
The same is true of
the history of the usurpation of power by the Krusbchovite clique in the Soviet Union.
Besides, the imperialists and the reactionaries are not
impatient. They are prepared to wait for the next generation if they cannot succeed with the present generation.
That is what they did with the Soviet Union. First of all,
they tried open intervention and failed. Then they resorted
to internal subversion and failed again. Next, Hitler tried
his attempt at conquest and again failed. But the imperialists and reactionaries did not give up. What they could
not achieve in the time of Lenin and Stalin they succeeded
in achieving under Kbrusbchov and the present revisionist
clique in power in the Sovtet Union.
There are other historical examples. The American
journalht, Anna Louise Strong put it rather well when she
wrote: ··The Chinese have noted tbat all revolutions of the
past had a later backlash that robbed them of much of
their gain. Cromwell cut off the bead of Charles the First
an Britain and roy'llty seemed dead, but twenty yeats latea
Charles the Second came in without even the need of a
. . .Dtor-revolutionary army. Many feudal attitudes remain
in Britain to this day. ln France revolution gave way to
tbe Bonaparte empire with many ups and downs thereafter.
In America the fine words of tbe Declaration of lndepe·
ndence, purporting to put all rule in the bands of the
people was quickly superceded by the Constitutional Con..-ention which set up "checks and balances against mob rule".
Later the American Civi1 War freed tbe Negro slaves and
even gave them a share in government but within a decade
tbey were enslaved in a new form."
Capture of state power is one thing. Consolidatin&
that power is yet another and even harder task.
As the
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Chinese Liberatton Army Daily pointed out:
"We know
from bistoncal experience of the proletarian revolution that
the basic question in every revolution is that of state power.
We conquered the enemy in the country and seized power
by the gun . Thoy can all be overthrown, be it imperiali.lm.
feudalism or the bureaucrat capitalist class; milliona;rcs,
billionaires and trillionaircs can be toppled, whoever they
may be. And their properly can .b e confiscated. Howenr,
confiscation of tbeir property does not amount .to confiscation of lbe reactionary ideas in their minds. Daily and hourly they are always dreaming of a come-back, dreaming of
restoring their lost •paradise'. Although they are only a tiny
percentage of the population, their political potential JS quite
~onsiderable and their power of resistance is out of all
proportions to their numbers."
"Socialist society emerges out of the womb of the old
society. It is not at all easy to eradicate the idea of private
ownership formed in thousands of years of class society
aod the forces of habit and the ideological and cultural inftuence of the e)l ploiting classes associ9ted with private ownership. The spontaneous forces of the petty bourgeoisie in
town and country constantly give rise to new bourgeois ele·
ments. As the rllnks of the workers grow in number 11nd
extent, they take in some elements of complex background.
Then, too, a number of people in the ranks of the Party
aod State organisations degenerate following the conquest of
state power and living in peaceful surroundings."
This is extremely well put.
The enemy always uses
dual tactics against us. The bourgeoisie and tbe reactionaries attack the wor.kiog class openly and directly through
their repressive machinery, hke the army. police etc.
At
the same time, they try to subvert and weaken the working
class from within. They send their agenls, paid and unpaid.
into the working class. This is the tactic of the Fifth
Column worked out by Franco during the Spanish Civil
War. It is always easier to fight tbe enemy who is in
front of you and can be identified. But it is more difficult
to fight the enemy within your ranks who has taken a lot
of trouble to hide himself.
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The great wic;dom of Comrade Mao Tsetung i'l shown
hy the fact that he for~saw precisely this development
and. on the eve of the liberation of China warned the
units of the People's Liberation Army in ;he following
memorable words:
"rt has been proved that the enemy cannot conquer
ul'_ ~y force of arms. However, the flattery of the bourgeotste may conquer the weak-willed in our ranks.
There
m.ay be some communists. who were not conquered by enemies
wtth guns and were worthy of the name of heroes for
standing up to these enemies, but who cannot withstand
sugar-coated bullets; they will be defeated by sugar-coated
bullets. We must guard against such a situation."
Under the wise guidance of their great leader Comrade
Mao Tsetung, the Chinese communists were con~cious or
rhe threat they faced. They took warning, in particular, of
the tragedy that had occurred in the Soviet Union where
~pitall~t restoration was effected peacefully without even a
shot betng fired. They therefore, consc;:iously took steps to
prevent a. Khrushchov emerging from within their midst.
They dectded to arm the 700 million Chinese people with
the WelpJn of Marxism-Lentnism-Mao Tsetung Thought so
that the people themselves could fight back the attempt by
a ~mall clique of traitors ho:1ded by Liu Shao-chi to take
Chtna back along the path of capitalist restoration as had
happened in the Soviet Union.
Why the revolution unfolded itself in the cultural field
wa<; becaus~ of. the fact. as we have already seen, political
C>unter-revolutton is always preceded by ideological counterrevolution.
.

This is what those in China who had become rev1s1on-

~ts. and decided to follow the path of capitali~~;t restoration
ectded_ to do.

Some of them had managed to get themof authority in the Party and the State.
~atn c.::ntre was the former municipal party committee
tn Pektng.

~~:~: tnt~ ~ositions
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From the schools and colleges, the Red Guards brought
the struggle to society at large, to the streets.
They swept
away some of the garbage left behind by ~housa~ds of. rears
of old society and the bad things left behtnd by tmpena tsm.
They also performed the distinct service of u~t:overin g
hidden counter-revolutionaries who had not been d1scovered
by the security organs. Most of them were former landlords
h had fled to the cities and hidden tbem~elves and were
for the triumph of the counter-revol.ution. The
Guards dug out not only title deeds of thetr lands ":htch
these gentry had secretly preserved but also gold and Stiver
bars and gun11, knives, old money, etc. 1 saw the~ all at
two exhibitions-one at Canton and another at ~ekw~. <:>ne
can understand the bowl being raised by the tmpenaltst~
and the revisionists at the fact that their agents were found
out.

:a~ing

~e<l

papers that the Red Guards had destroyed everything old;
that red was no longer the signal to stop. I saw no change
in the system of traffic lights. Equally fantastic were the
stories about religious persecution and that Muslims were
being forced to eat pork. The attitude to religion is clear
cut. Tbe constitutional right to hold whatever religious
beliefs one likes is upheld. But no one is. allowed to use
religion as a cloak for counter-revolutionary activities. The
Red Guard activities were directed against the latter category.
Whe£her one decides that what bas happened in China
is a "farce bordering on lunacy" as an editorial in a Ceylon
bourgeois daily claimed or that it is the greatest intellectual
ferment that the world bas seen depends on one's class
angle. Because what happened in China was
class struggle.
In the class struggle, th ~ opposing 'classes cannot be expected
to see eye to eye. This is natural.

a

I

During the first three days the Red Guards did us~ some
coercion against people whose hair styles or clothes ~td not
conform to proletarian standards. But that phase dtd not
l t Lin Pi ao called upon them to model themselve~ on
as · People's Liberation Army. He auvtse
..... d th em t o use
.
the
persu'lsion instead of coercion. He told them that coercton
only touches the skin. But persuasion touches the soul.
But it must be pointed out bere that more viol~nce
was used against the Red Guards, than by them. Certatnly,
the Red Guards did not kill anyone. But several Red Guards
were murdered by the counter-revolutionaries.
Let U'> also get it clear that tbe Red Guards are a
class organisation. Only those from families of workers,
poor and lower middle peasants, revolutionary cadres, the
People's Liberation Army and revolution~ry marty~s were
admitted as Red Guards. Theirs is a s~lrd proletarta~ base
and they enjoy the support of all the Chmese revolutionary
masses.

lt is also necessary to refute, after being in Peking the
silly stories that appeared in the bourgeois and revisionist
32

When some bourgeois and revisionist newspapers wrote
about China isolating itself by means of this cultural revolution, wba.t they meant was that China was isolating
itself from the imperialists, reactionaries of all kinds and
the modern revisionists. But through this great revolutionary
upsurge China was getting closer to tbe masses of the whole
world. It is these that constitute more than 90~{ of the
world's population.
On subjects like ' tbe Chinese cultural revolution it is
difficult for opposing interests to carry on a dialogue in a
common language because we are speaking fram different
-4imensions.
But one thing bad better be understood. The cultural
revolution was no attempt to distract people from economic
difficulties. The Chinese economy is sound. They have had
bumper harvests. They owe no cent to anybody and they
arc on the verge of a great leap forward on maoy fronts.
Without doubt, they are on tbe verge of a great industrial
revolution. l'hey have already demonstrated their progress
·
in technology.
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Some people cannot understand why the Chinese Cultural
Revolution concerned itself with cosmetics, clothes, hatrdos,
names of streets and so on. As, the Australian paper, 'Van·
guard' pointed out, "Cosmetics, elaborate and bizarre clotbes,
fashions, extra-ordinary hair styles are vigorously promoted
by the capitalists. These things a re sources of profit and
at the same time gigantic means of interesting the people
io the trivial things of life so that they will not . think of
the serious. These things get a tremendous hold on the people. They help to rivet the people to capitalism. They are
an expression of the decadence of capitalism and at the
same time a method for maintaining ca·pitalism and its in·
fiuence.'' .The Chinese are right in fighting against these
infiucnces. After all, the :>aying "plain living and high think·
ing" is an old one.
The Cultural Revolution has been respoosib!e for many
reforms in the educational field. China realised that even
after so many years of revolution. a suffici"ent percentage
of the sons of workers and. peasants were not gaining entrance to universities and other institutions of higher learning. The advantage still lay with the children of former
capitalists and landlords who had a better start in life. So·
they closed down the school and universities for a time in
order that they could reform the system of entrance to
these places of ~ducation so that more children of workers
and peasants will gain admission . Thus, as Anna Lonise
Strong notes, "China, that first in history made scholarship
examination the requisite for civil service, breaks down the
examination system as a feudal-bourgeois barrier between
the scholar clas' and the working class."
Tbe Chinese are experimenting with pan-study and
part-work system by which students study part of the time
and work part of the time. The time spent on scholastic
education has been drastically cut. Education is related to
production and factories and communes are encouraged to
run schools. There i.,; even an experiment by which workers
from a factory are taken for, say, si~ months to work in
an agricultural commune and an equal number of peasants from
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that commune are taken to that factory to replace the workers for that same period. These are far reaching reforms.
These are attempts to do aw"ay with the barrier between
mental work and manual work, between th~ intellectual and
the worker, between the town and the countryside.
An erroneous view was being circulated by the bourgeois press that everything old was being attacked and des·
troyed by the cultural revolution. ~ha : was not true. Even
the story that Tien An Men Square had been re-named
was a fabrication. What had happened was "that the old
was being held up to critical study and appraisal and what
was good in it would survive. The Cultural Revolution
said: "Away with these pundits who dominate you with
their monopoly of their knowledge. Study the classics if
you will but oot to imitate them. F rom them you may
learn the past from which the present grew. Your business
is with the present epoch: go down to its grass roots and
Jearn from the peasants and soldiers who create it. Find
your heroes and express them in forms of today. If Beethoven has anything to give to people today, he will survive
and be welcome. But your task is not to copy Beethoven
or the ballet of the Tsars. Your busintss is to make new
rhythms · for the life a·round you''.
The reference to go and ''cover yourself with the mud
of the peasants" is an attempt to emphasise the importance
of going down to the masses and of being one with them
10 order to understand and study from them.
The workers
and peasants are the creators of everything that is of value
in this world. Therefore, art and literature must serve them .
And,-in order to serve them, artists and men of Jettets
must go down to them and understand their life.
This,
they can do only by literally covering themselves with the
peasants' mud. After all, the mud that covers the peasants'
legs can always be washed away. But the mud that covers
the minds of the bourgeois intellectuaJ needs a lot of cleaning and, in some cases, can never be cleaned at all.
There w;:~s a story current during the pre-liberation
days in China. Some universjty comrades had been sent to
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II

At many stages it took on violent forms. This was to be
understood because the imperialists, revisionists and reactionaries of .all kinds and their agents inside China bad
conspired to take China away from its revolutionary road
and they were ready to resort to any means.

work among the peasants. The Party had always insisted
tbar they put up with the ppor peasants. These in_tellectuals
coaplained to Comrade Mao Tsetung that they could not
sleep in the peasants' huts as they were full of bugs and
lice. Mao's reply was that they should go back and be
bitten by tee bugs and lice. Only then would they understand the real life of the peasants. Comrade Mao Tsetuog,
thus, bad bis feet planted well among the mud of the
peasan"ts. He understood them as no other leader bad understood them. That is why he is able to talk to them so
That is why he is so
simply in terms they understand.
revered.

As Comrade Lin Piao reported to the Ninth National
Congress of the Communist Party of China, "It bas now
been proved through investigation that as far back as the
first revolutionary civil war period Liu Sbao-chi betrayed
the Party, capitulated to the enemy and became a hidden
traitor and scab, that be was a crime-soaked lackey of the
imperialists, modern revisionists and Kuomintaog reactionaries
and that he was the arch represeo tative of the persons in
power taking the capitalist road".

Let us also remember that daily and hourly the imperial:sts and the bourgeoisie are carrying on an expensive and
systematic campaign for -capturing peoples' minds.
We arc
bombarded every minute with bourgeois propaganda- from
the press, the television, the radio, the cinema, the pulpit,
the school, their literature, etc. There can never be a vacuum
in our brains. There is either bourgeois ideology or proletarian i:feology. As Comrade Mao Tsetung once pointed out,
there is no room for long for peaceful co-existence between
these two ideologies inside our brains. One or ·tile other
must triumph. The Gteat Proletarian Cultural Revolution
was an attempt· to see that proletarian ideology decisively triumphed inside the minds of the Ceylonese people.

In this great struggle between the forces of revolution
and counter-revolution it. was the great genius of Comrade
Mao Tsetung that worked out the correct policies and tactics which · ted to the success of the revolutionary forces.
He did not attempt to solve this ideological struggle through
bureaucratic methods' from above. Instead, he invited the·
participation of the masses in what was to become the
greatest mass struggle the world had ever seen.
Ther.-:by,
he also demonstrated his great faith and confidence io the
mass or' the people. He lived up to his precept that, "The
people, and the people alone are the motive force in the
making of world history" 1-te bad boundless faith in the

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution was, thus, a
great class struggle between the revolutionary forces led by
the proletarian headquarters of Comrade Mao Tsetung and
his closest comrade-in-arms, Comrade Lin Piao and tbe
handful of scabs and traitors led by Liu Sbao-cbi who had
sold themselves into the service of imperialism, modern re·
visionism and the Chiang Kai-sbek clique and had wanted
to take China back along the path of capitalist restoration
as had happened in the Soviet Union- and in the other
countries ruled by the modern revisionists.

masse~.

I:te worked out the tactics of un1t10g with the vast
majority oT the genuine revolutionary forces in order to
isolate the handful of capitalist-roaders. He advocated the
revolutionary three-in-one COplbtnation which constituted the
unity of the representatives of the revolutionary cadres, the
People's Liberation Army and the revolutionary masses. At
tht:: correct moment be called upon the Peoples• Libera!ion
Army 4> support the broad masse'i of the . Left. The
People's Liberation Army did indeed prove to be the miebty
pillar of the dictatorship of the proletariat. At the app:op-

This fierce class struggle was ind~ed a revolution carried
out under conditions of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
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riate time he also called upon the workin~ class to exercisl!
leadership in 111 spheres.
Tt is in accordance with this
instruction that the working class and lower and middle
peasants entered schools and universities and brouoht about
re~~l~tionary unity and carried out the tasks of ~truggle
cnttcasm-transformntion .
In thus placing his reliance on the masses Comrade
Mao Tsetung was acting according to his teachings that
"Thoroughgoing materialists are fearless''. · Jf the clas~
enemies stir up trouble again , just arouse the masses and
strike them down again.
Of great significance in the struggle against the enemy
were the tactics of Comrade Mao Tsetung to, .. Make use
of contradictions, win o~er the many, oppose tbe rew and crusb
our enemies one by ' one" which he bad always advocated.
Comrade Mao Tsetuog has taught many times: "Help more
people by educating tbem aod narrow the target or attack" and
..car'! out Maa's teaching that only by emancipating all
manluod cao tbe proletariat acbieYe its own final emancipation:'
Equally important in the struggle against the enemy was
Comrade Mao Tsetung's understanding of the inter-relation
between the fight against self and against revisionism. One
of the reasons for tbe emergence of revisionism was the
fact . that socialist society inherits the capitalist ideology of
puttmg self over the collective, of giving importance to
selfish inte.rests, of running after personal fame and glory
and matenal benefits and easy and soft life. Without combating this selfish concept it is impossible to combat revisionism.
!hat is where the great wisdom of Comrade Mao Tsetung
IS shown by the fact that,
io the second year of the
Cultur~l. ~evolution, he issued the twin slogans of "fight
sel.f, cnttcJs~ revisionism". In fact, the two slogans are intertwmed. Without placing the int~:rests of the collective over
that ef the individual, without overcoming selfish interests,
without placing the interests of the whole world over those
of China, it would be impossible to defeat revisionism.

All great religions of the world have tried for thousands
of years to persuade people to combat self, But they have
never succeeded oxcept in the case \Jf small and insignificant
. sects. Today, for tbe first time, under the guidance of
Mao Tsetung Thought, there is emerging in China a new
generation of people who have learnt to combat self, who
have learnt to put the interests of the collective over that
of the individual, to take upon himself the harder task while
leaving the lighter to the other, who does not run after
personal fame and glory and material benefits and easy and
soft life but works in the collective interest, to think not
only of his county or province but of the whole of China,
to think of the success of revolution and socialism not only
in China but of the whole world. This is indeed the greatest
revolution that bas taken place in men's thinking over such
a great par; of the world. Its effects are as yet incalculable.
What is most interesting to us as one of the most im·
portant results of the great revolutionary upsurge that had
gone on in Cbir,a is the clear consciousness and awareness
of the Chinese masses that it was not enough to make a
success of the Chinese revolution alone, to raise only their
standar"d of living and to compete with the West. They realise
that it is essential to make world revolution a success too and
that they must have the · f.lte of the non-liberated peoples
clearly io mind and help tbem. They realise firmly that as
Mao pointed out in 1968, that "According to tbb Leninist
view point, the final victory of a socialist country not only
requires the efforts of the proletariat and the broad ~asses
of the people at home, but also depends on the victory of
world revolution and the abolition of the system of exploitation of man by man on tbe whole globe, upon which all
mankind will be emancipated". We, people, from the notyet-liberated part of the world waited so long to hear this
said so clearly and consciously. China is today to the rest
of the world what the liberated areas were to the rest of
China before revolution.
By the all-round successes it has scored, the Great
Proletarian Cu~tural Revolution has prevented China from
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changing colour, has prevented the restoration of capitalism
in China, has exposed the clique of scabs and traitors inside
China. led by ~iu Shao-chi, has safe2uarded and strengthened
the dtctatorshtp of the proletariat in China, has shown bow
to carry the revolution to the end, preserved China as a
base for world revolution and dealt a shattering blow against
tbe imperiaJists, revi~ionists and reactionaries of all kinds.
China has come out of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution as a re-vitalised giant and the reactionary world has
already begun ~o tremble.
The red light in the Kremlin has gone out . It is the
red lantern at Tieo An Men Square that glows ever more
redder and brighter and is the beacon light to all oppressed
peoples all over the world.

CHAPTER IV

1'UE CON1'RIBUTIUN OF COliR4DE MAO TSETUNG
TO THE DE\'ELOP~IENT OF 314RXISM-LENINI8M
THE position inside the international communist movement today bears a certain resemblance to the situation tb~t
existed immediately after the Great October Revolution in
1917. The success of Lenin and the Bolsheviks in leading
the revolution in Russia bad naturally discredited the oldline social democrats who had opposed revolution aod instead
preached peaceful transition through parli!lmentary means.
A great revolutionary intellectual ferment took place
inside all the old social democratic parties of the Second
International. Under the guidance of Lenin, the revolutionary left inside these social democratic parties broke with
the revisionist theories of the leadership of the Second International and came forward to form the new Third Communist
International.
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A similar ferment has been taking place inside the
international communist moveme11t during the past few years.
Under the guidance of Comrade Mao Tsetung, the greatest
Marxist-Leninist of our era, and inspired by the success of the
Chinese Revolution as well as of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, revolutionary groups from inside the old
communist- parties have been breaking away politically and
orsanisationally from the revisionist leadership of these partie$, Many new Marxist-Leninist groups and parties have
emerged in recent times.
.
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The study of Marxism-Leninism Mao Tsetung Thought
mportaot
for the building of these new Marxist-Leninist
15 1
parties. The most important requirement for these parties
in order that they fulfil their tasks as the vanguard of the
working class is that tbey should be armed with MarxasmLenioism-Mao Tsetung Thought. This question was stressed
by Lenin in his two classical works "Two Steps Forward,
One Step Backward., and in "What Is To Be Done" as
well as by Stalin in .. The Short History of the Communist
Party of tbe Soviet Union (Bolshevtks)".
Therefore, the most important task for tne newly emerging Marxist-Leninist parties is to arm their respective parties
with correct theory.
This means to arm them with the
theory of Marxism-Leninism. But, today, the study of
Marxism-Leninism must also include the study of Mao
the
Tsetung Thought which is Marxism-Leninism of
modern era. In other words, we must study the contribution made by Comrade Mao Tsetung to the development
of Marxism-Leninism. This is important not only for the
Communist Party of Cb ina but also for all other MarxistLeninist plnties.
It is not presumed that it would be possible within the
confines of one chapter to deal exhaustively with all the
contributions made by Comrade Mao Tsetuog, which are
both rich and varied, to the development of Marxism-Leninism. Such a comprehensive study would need more time,
energy and research. This article, therefore, is merely a
step_ in that direction and a far from complete one.

Lenin used to say that Marxism is composed of the
following three inte&ral parts: (1) philosophy, (2) political
When we
economy and (3) the theory of class struggle.
study the 'Thought of Mao Tsetung we can see bow he bas
developed these three component parts of . Marxism.
On philosophy, a great number of questions can be
touched upon. Let us take, for example, Comrade Mao Tsetung's speech at the Yenan Forum on Art and Literature.
This speech is indeed a very important one among the works
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of Comrade Mao Tsetung. It is true that this speech deals
with the principles of proletarian art and literature and that
it creatively developed and gave a systematic expoSit_aon
of the Marxist-Leninist tbP.ory on proletarian art and hterature.
However, ill this· speech, Comrade Mao Tsetung not
only deals with art and literature. ~e also ~p-eaks abo!lt
many other things pertaining to M8Utsm-Lemmsm. If we
·read this speech from a philosophical angle we can .see that
it is permeated with Marxist philosophy and that 1t deals
with the relation between being and consciousness. between
matter and mind. It deals with the main philosophical idea:
where do ideas come from? It deals with the question of ~he
individual and the masses, of politics and literature, of motive
and effect.
Comrade Mao Tsetung solved these questions with
tbe aid of Marxist dialectics. In this way be gave ao important exposition of Marxist dialectics. He st~essed in detail
tbe relation between motive and effect. ldeahsts only pay
attention to motive and neglect effect. Mechanical materialists
pay attention only to effect but not to motive. Bu! communist parties and Marxist-Lenioists should pay attention both
to motive and effect.
In the speach at the Yenan Forum on Art and literatu~.
Comrade Mao Tsetung raised five requirements for revolutao·
nary workers on literature and art. They were:
(1) Class
Stand (2) Attitude (3) Audience (4) Work and (5) Study of
Marxism-Leninism.
By the class stand be mf'ant the proletarian stand. I~ our
class stand was wrong all ideas would be wrong. By att1tude
he meant the difference in our attitude towards the enemy,
our allies and our own people. We must adopt different attitudes towards each of these sections. Towards tbe enemy our
attitude must be to thoroughly expose them and to firmly
overthrow them. Our attitude towards our allies should be
to unite with them while, at the same time, carrying out
proper struggles against them. We unite with them as far as
43

altoir prosressi'le side

11

concerned and

struggle with them

as rar •• their erroneous side is concerned .
Our attitude towards the revolutionary masses should be
to ~raise the~ and to sing for them. They may bave sbortcommgs and m1stakes. But our attitude should be to be pati t
. h b
d .
en
wat t em an nelp them with good intent. Thus, Comrade
Mao Tsetung made it quite clear that we should ha
·
ve a
d1·trerent attitude
towards each of these sections.
. This is a general theory of Marxism-Leninism. This is
an nnportan.t ~atter of principle in the class struggle and
ha~ great significance in the G reat Cultural Revolution in
Chana. It had also real significance for tbe realisation of
the revolutiona? alliance and for the fight against a handful _of . persons 10 authority in tbe Party who had taken th
caprtal1st road.
e
The Tbo~gbt of Mao Tsetung has really creatively developed Marxtsm-Leninism. It bas been elevated to a higher
level. Therefore, although it is twenty five years since the
speech_ o~ Art and Literature at the Yenan Forum, it has
real stgmficance for. today's Cultural Revolution. Although
t~e speech . deals .w~th n_rt and literature, it is permeated
wttb Marxtst-Lentntst dtalectics.

II
.

Let

us . now . take

Comrade Mao

Tsetung's

most

~mportant phrlosopbtcal articJe, « On Con~rndiction" and study
H

closely.

It was written

30 years ago.

In this article

Comr~~e Mao Tsetuog has very obviously made a creative
e:tposihon of Marxist-Leninist dialectics.
. T~ke .the fi~st sentence in tbis article: "The law of cont~adtctJOD ~~ thtogs, that is, the law of the unity of opposites
as tbe baste law of materialist dialectics". Tbis is a mos;
profound statement . . It is a very short sentence but it would
take a day to explam it.
Simply, tb!s law moans that motion is inherent in all
forms of matter and tbat motion, that is, developm.eot takes place
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a~ a result of the development and clash of tbe contradictions
that are always present; and further, between the different
aspects of each contradiction there is both identity and
struggle; and, that, through the process of developing contradictions a thing or a phenomenon changes into its opposite .
Thus, Comrade Mao Tsetung in one sf'nlence explains the
basic law of materialistic dialectics.

A most systematic exposition of Marxist dialectics by
one of the founders of scientific socialism, Engels. is to be
found in one of his most famous works " Anti Duhriog".
This is a very important book because it refutes all forms
of fallacies spread so assiduou~ly by Duhring. The most
important mistake of Duhring was that · he had negated the
law of contradiction. He held that contradictions was arti·
ficial. Engels made a comprehensive criticism of Duhring
and refuted his wrong theories. He established the fact that
tbe law of contradiction was an objectjve law of matter.
He !tated that movement is contradiction, that is to say, things
are moving and developing because of inherent contradictions;
and that by the Jaw of contradiction we mean the law of
the unity of opposites .
That is why Comrade Mao Tsetung has described the
Jaw of contradiction as not just another Jaw of materialist
dialectics, but its most basic law. ln the second sentence
of his arttcle, Comrade Mao Tsetung has quoted Lenin's
statemeni that "Dialectics in the proper sense is the study
of contradiction in the very essence of objects''.
It is,
therefore, very important for us to understand that the law
of contradictions, that is. the Jaw of the unity of opposites
is the most basic; Jaw of materialist dialectics.
In his boolc " The Science of Logic", Hegel. tee philosopher, had stated that there were three basic laws in
dia.Jcetics. They were: (1} the law that quantitalive and qualitative changes give rise to one another (2) the law of the
unity of opposites (3) the law of the negation of the
negation.
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These were the three basic laws of dialecti~s put for·
ward by Hegel. Marx: and Engels recognised and affirmed
these three basic laws of Hegel but put th~m in the opposite
order.
Hegel had presented tbese three laws not as tfte law
of objective dialectics but as subjective dialectics . That is,
he did not regard these laws as inherent in objective things
but only as governing the law of man's thinking i. o. in
the logic of the thinking of men .· Jn other words, Htgel
interpreted dialectics from an idealist point of view.
However, according to Marx and Engels, the law of
contradiction, the law of the unrty of opposites was a law
that is inherent in objective things wh~reas mao ' s knowledge
of contradiction is but a reflection of the objective Jaw in
man's thinking. Therefore, Marx and Engels bad satirised
Hegel and pointed out that he bad. stood truth on its head.
Marx and Engels reversed this position and pointeD out
that these laws of dialectics are inherent in objective things.
This was made clear by Enge~s in his " Anti Ouhring" and
''Dialectics in Nature".
A new development arose in Lenin' s time. The question
arose as to wh1ch of the three Jaws of dialectics is the most
basic. Jn the third sentence of his article, Comrade Mao
Tsetung refers to Lenin's article "On the question of Dialectics" and points out that " Lenin often called this law (i. e.
the law of contradiction) the essence of dialectics; he also
called 1t the kernel of dialectics".
Although Lenin pointed out that this law wa5 the kernel
of dialectics, he did not live to point out the r¢lation between
this kernel and the other two Jaws of dialectics.
Later, when the philosophical circles in the USSR dealt
with these things, they pointed out the three laws but put
them in different order. They put them in the following
order:
1. the law of the unity of opposites 2. the Jaw
about quantitative and qualitative changes 3. the Jaw of tb~
negation of the negation.
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This was the formula u~ed in the USSR for a lo ng time.
l n 1938, in The Short History of the Communi>t Party of
the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks), Stalin presented 4 r~atures of
the dialectical method: I. All phenomena are inter-connected
and inter- dependent 2. All matter is in a process of motion
and movement and development 3. Quantitative changes lead
to qualitative changes 4. Everything develops on the basis of
the struggle of the opposites.
Stalin, thu~. put the Jaw of the unity and struggle of the
opposites as the last one instead of as the first .one.
When
the philosophical circles in the USSR dealt w1th the three
laws of dialectics or when Stalin wrote about the four
featu res of the dialectical method, both sections were putting
the taw of contradiction, the law of the unity of th~ opposites on an equal footing with the other laws instead of
treating it as the basic Jaw of materialist dialectics.
Comrade Mao Tsetung has systematically studi~ (he
taws of Marxist-Leninist dialectics and has developed Lenin's
thesis contained in his work ' 'On the Question of Dialectics" . Comrade Mao Tsetung does not deny tbe law a~out
quantitative and qualitative changes or the law of the negat~on .
Engels had dealt with all these things in his anti-Dubrtng.
'But, what Comrade Mao Tsetung does point out clearly is
t hat out of these taws, the most basic Jaw is that of • the
Jaw of contradiction , the law of the unity of .o~])Osttes.
In this way, be bas put this question in a montstJc. way.
He bas refuted the theory of putting these three bastc laws
on a parallel footing.
For example, Stalin says that the second feature of the
dialectical method is the law of motion or develop~e_nt.
AqtuaUy, motion or movement is inherent in . con~ra~!ct1~n
and this had been pointed out by Engels m hts. ~nt~.
Oubring.. when he said ''motion itself is a contrad1chon ·
If we grasp that the law of contradiction i. e. the taw o~ t~e
unity of opposites is the most basic law or matenahst
dialectics, then we can understand tbat aU the other laws
of dialectics spring from this basic law.
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Thus, it is clear that by asserting the primacy of the
Jaw of contradiction, the law of the unity of the opposites,
Comrade Mao Tsetung has creatively developed MarxistLeninist philosophy and dialectics.
Altbo1,1gh Mao Taetung's article "On Contradiction" is
his most important contribution on Marxist philosophy, be
has also developed Marxist philosophy on a number of
other points.
Another important philosophical work of Comrade Mao
Tsetung is his artticle on "The Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People". In this work, be deals with
the question of how to handle contradictions among the
people as opposed to how to handle contradictions between
the enemy and ourselves. He also deals with the thcoory
of bow contradictions of different natures can be converted
into each other. He also uses the law of contradiction to
explain how to deal with the struggle between different views
and ideas inside the Party.
Already, in his article, "On Contradiction'', Comrade
Mao Tsetong bad pointed out that «Opposition and struggle
between ideas of different kinds constantly ot:cur within the
Party: this is a reflection within the party of contradiction
between classes and between the new and the old in society.
lf there were to be contradiction in the party and no ideological struggles to resolve them, the party's life would
come to an end."

Tt was as an answer to such metaphysical approach tbat

Comrade Mao Tsetung pointed out the universality of contradiction and that, therefore, opposition and struggle bety.reen
different ideas constantly occurs inside the Party too. This
was nothing strange because it was a reflection of class
contradictions outside and the struggle between the old and
the new inside the Party. If these contradictions and the
consequent ideological struggles to resolve them ceased to
exist within the Party, then the life of the Party would
itself cease.
Only if we understand tbis aspect of inner-,party struggle
and its virtual inevitability in any living and developing
Party can we understand the struggle that developed inside
the Communist Party of China against Liu Shao-chi and his
henchmen.

This was the first time that Comrade Mao Tsetung used
the law of contradiction, the law of the unity of the oppositics to explain the question of opposition and struggle
between different ideas within a party. Tbi~ is a creative
development of Marxism-Leninism.

When the imperialists saw the Cultural Revolution in
China and the exposure of Liu Shao- chi and his black gang,
they thought tha't the Communist Party of China would be
finished. When tbe Soviet revisionists saw the same phenomenon they also thought that the Communist Party of China
would collapse and that tbe leadership of Comrade Mao Tsetung would be overthrown.

In the past, in the history of the Communist Party of
China an ;i in respect of some comrades io other parties
al&o, incorrect views prevailed about the attitude to opposition and struggle between contradictory ideas inside the
Communist Party. Some comrades admitted the Jaw of con-

J!Vcn some friends did not understand tbis question cor- '
rectly and felt sad and tbougbt that everything inside the
Communist Party of China is not good. They did not undontand that if suob contradictions and ideological strugglet~
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tradiction when they dealt with pbenomeoa outside the Party.
However, when they came face to face with contradictory
views inside the Party, they failed to use the dialectical
In
method and, instead, used the metaphysical approach.
other words, they failed to understand that contradictions
are universal and would also exist inside the Party too as
a reflection of the contradictions outside the Party. There·
fore, when these comrades came across contradictions and
struggles inside the Party, they thought that it was terrible
and bad.
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to resolve them did not occur, then the life of the Party
would come to an end.
The reasons why these comrades get these wrong Ideas
is that they do not look at these ideological struggles from
a dialectical view-point. That is why, at the very beginning
of the Cultural Revolution, Comrade Mao Tsetung said that
the Cultural Revolution was a sign of the •ound development
of the Chinese Party.
Therefore, comrades and friends should look at the phen. omcnon of the Chinese Cultural Revolution from this MarxistLeninist dialectical standpoint. They will, then, realise that
it was a good thing and not at all a bad thing.
They will
then realise the tremendous significance of the struggle against
Liu Shao-chi and his wrong views. They will also understand
that if this struggle has not been carried out, revisionism
would have triumphed in China, capitalism would have been
restored and China wou ld have chan~ed colour. This has
been proved by the experience of the Soviet Union.

Ill
How has Comrade Mao Tsetung developed the Marxist Leninist theory of the class struggle? This matrer is dealt
with very brilliantly in an editorial of the Peking "People's
Daily" under the heading " A Great Historic Document".
(This bas been reproduced in the 21st i!lsue of Peking Review
of 1967).
This article is a result of the attempt to study bow
Comrade Mao Tsetung has developed Marxism-Leninism. A
very important problem in tbe history of the development
of Marxism-Leninism is raised in this article.
This article divides the history of the development of
Marxism- Leninism into three stages; it describes three landmarks. To quote: "Marx and Engels founded the theory
of scientific socialism. Lenin and Stalin developed Marxism,
solved a series of questions of the proletarian revolution in
the era of imperialism and solved the theoretical and practi50

eel questions of establishing the dictatorship of tbc proletariat
in one country.
Comrade Mao Tsetung bas developed
Marxism-Leninism, solved a series of questions of the proletariat revolution in the present era and solved the tbcor·
etical and practical questions of carrying on the revolution
under the dictatorship of the proletariat. These are three
monumental milestones in the history of the developmeat
of Marxism" .
Comrade Mao Tsetung's special contribution to the de·
velopment of the Marxist-Leninist theory of class struggle
is that he gave a positive answer to tbe question whether
classes and class struggles exist even under socialism.
The above mentioned article poses this question clearly
in the following way: "Are there still classes and class
struggle in a socialist society, particularly after the socia~ist
transformation of the ownership of the means of production
has in the ·m ain been accomplished? Do all the class struggles in society still centre round the question ofthe fight
over political power? Under the conditions of the dictatorship of the proletariat do we still have to make revolution?
Against whom should we make revolution? And bow should
we carry out the revolution?
''Marx and Engels could not possibly solve this series
of major tbc:oretical problems at their time. Lenin saw that
after the proletariat seized power, the defeated bourgeoisie
still remained stronger than the proletariat and was always
trying to stage a come back. At the same time, tbe small
producers were incessantly generating capitalism and the
capitalist class anew, thus posing a threat to the dictatorship of the proletariat. In order to cope with this counterrevolutionary threat and overcome it, it was therefore
necessary to strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat
over a long period of time. There was no other way. How·
ever Lenin died before he could solve these problems in
practice.

.

~

"Stalin was a great Marxist-Leninist who actualJy cleared out a large number of counter-revolutionary represen·
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tatives of the bourgeoisie who bad sneaked into tbe perty,
including Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamanev, Radek, Bukbarin,
Rykov and their like. But where he failed -was in not re~
cognisiog, on the level of tboory, that classes and class
struggle exist in society throughout the historical period of
the dictatorship of the proletariat and that the question of
who will win in the revolution has yet to be finally settled;
in other word!, i( all this is not bandied properly there
is the possibility of a come back by the bourgeoisie. The
year before be died, Stalin became aware of this point and
stated that contradictions do exist in socialist society and
if not properly handled might turn into antagonistic ones.

tution K1 the present era io which imperialism is hcad&ng
for total collapse and socialism is advancing to world-wide
victory. He bas also solved the question of how to make
revolution under conditions of the dictatorship of the pro·
letariat.
The position can, therefore, be summed up as follows:
Marx and Engels raised the question of proletarian revolu·
tion and the dictatorship of the proletariat. Lenin made
this a reality in the Soviet Union . Comrade Mao Tsetung not
only made this a reality in China but also solved the
qaestion of bow to make revolution under conditions of
the dictatorship of the proletariat. He also solved the qu~s·
tion of bow to prevent the dictatorship of the proletanat
from changing colour, of bow to prevent the .restorati~n of
capitalism and of bow to consolidate the dtctatorsbtp of
the proletariat. It is obvious, therefore, t?at Co~r~de Mao
Tsetung has creatively developed the Marx.tst-LeDIDJSt theory
of u~interrupted revolution.

" Comrade Mao Tsetung bas given full attention to the
whole historical experience of the Soviet 'Union.
He bas
correctly solved this series of problems in a whole number
of great writings and instructions, i., this great historic document (the reference is to the May 19, 1966 circular of the
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party) and in
the most significant practice of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution personally initiated and led by him.

The central question with regard to class struggle is the
question of state power. The aim of the proletarian revolution is to seize state power .
Marx and Lenin pointed
out that be who only recognises class struggle is not yet
a Marxist. A real Marxist is one who nol only recogniacs
the class struggle but also extends this recog11ition to tbe
necessity for the dictatorship of the protetariat.

..This is a most tmportant sign indicating that Marxism
bas developed to an entirely new stage. In the early years
of the 20th century, Marxism developed into the stage of
Leninism . ln tbe present era, it has developed further into
the stage of Mao Tsetung's Thought."
Marx and Engels raised the question of the revolution
of the proletariat. Tbey also raised the question of the
dictatorship of the proletariat. Lenin developed this theory
and put into practice by carrying out the Great October
Revolution. The Soviet Union became the first country where
the dictatorship of the proletariat became a reality.
Comrade Mao Tsetuog developed this Marxist-Leninist
theory of revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat
and carried out tbe revolution of the proletariat in his own
country. The dictatorihip of the proletariat became a
reality in China , a country with a population of 700 million
people. He also solved the question of bow to make revoS2
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The question is whether, after the proletariat ha~ seized
state power, after the dictatorship of the proletanat has
become a reality, it is still true to say that the central
question with regard to class struggle is still the issue of
state power.
It was impossible for Marx and Engels to have answered these questions in their time.
As we have already
shown Lenin did realise that after tbe establishment of tbe
diotat~rship of the proletariat, the vanquished .bourg.eoisie
will be stronger than the proletariat that vanqutsbed tt and
that it always tries to stage a come back; and that small
~3

producerE would constantly give rise to capitalism and the
capitalist class.
Lenin made this question very clear in his book "Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky''.
In this
book', lenin said that the period from capitalism to communism was a whole historical epoch; and that throughout
this historical epoch, before ~mmunism is established, the
vanquished bourgeoisie was bound to attempt to stage a
come back; they were bound to turn their attempts into
action.
Tbis was a great Marxist-Leninist prophesy. Comrade
Mao Tsetung has only further developed this profound observation by Lenin. Take Lento's remark that a whole bistorical"epoch 'e xisted between capitalism and communism. Comrade Mao Tsetuog meant precisely this when he said that, after
a socialist society had been established it would talce ftfty,
a hundred years or more before communism is established.
This statement of Comrade Mao Tsetung bas been slandered as Trotskyism. [n actual fact, it is Lenmism.
The old line revisionists, Bernstein, Kautsky, etc. were
against carrying out a socialist revolution ·in the Soviet
Union. Their theory was known as the theory that production is everything. Thus, they bold that because capitalist
production in Russia was not developed socialist r~volution
was impossible and that the October Revolution could only
pave the way for capitalism in Russia; and that when capitalist productive forces bad reached a certain level in Russia
only then could it naturally and peacefully grow into socialism.
This was their theory of the peaceful transition to socialism.
This fallacious theory was clearly expressed by Kautsky
in 1918 in his pamphlet "On the Dictatorship of the Proletariat" and also in his "Bolsheviks Who Are In A Desperate
Situation", inside the Russian Party.
Later, Zinoviev, Trotsky and Bukbarin used this theory
of old line revisionists to oppose the socialist revoJution,
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socialist construction and the theory tbat socialil>m could
be built in the country. At the 7th Session of the Executive Committee of the International, Trotsky made the
statement that the superiority of socialist production 10 Ru~sia
could be shown not now but only after SO years or 100
years.
When Trotsky enunciated this fallacy, Stalin seriously
refuted him. Because, the superiority of the socialist system
of ownership over the system of private ownership in the
capitalist countri~s was made quite clear at the very beginning itself, immediately after the revolution, when private
ownership was abolished and publ1c ownership established.
Stalin pointed out that Trotsky's false theory was the
same as that propounded by the social democrat economist,
Sukanov who held that, because production was not well
developed therefore the October Revolution could only pave
the way for capitalism and not socialism. Therefore, the position
of Trotsky was that be was opposed to socialist revolution
and socialist construction.
Trotsky's false theory bad nothing in common with the
theory put forward by Lenin that the period from capitalism to communism was a whole historical epoch. It was
also opposed to the theory enunciated by Comrade Mao
Tsetung that this period will take several decades or one
century or several centuries. Both Lenin and Comrade Mao
Tsetuog were discussing bow long the period would be between
capitalism and communism.
Those who distort these facts and try to slander Comrade Mao Tsetung by identifying his views with those of
Trotsky are not really attacking Trotsky but merely trying
to prettify him. They are doing it either through ignorance
or a deliberate intention to slander Lenin and Comrade
Mao Tsetuog.
Stalin had already dealt with this false theory of Trotsky
and identified it as the same as that put forward by the
social democrat, Sukanov who gave two reasons wby soci-
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alist revolution and CODilCUCtion could not SUOceed in
Russia. The first wa~ that capitalist production was not
sufficiently developed. The second was that the pcasantl in
Russia were backward and their cultural level was low.
In his work, "On The Revolution In Our Country'' Lenin
pointed out that although the cultural level of the Russian
peasantry was low, it had made the revolution along with
the proletariat and that it was in favour of socialism. Lenin
admitted that it was true that capitalist production was not
so developed in Russia as in some European countries. But
why was it impossible to greatly develop production after tbc
proletarian revolution and under the dictatorship of the proletariat. From which book bad Sukanov learnt that things
could not be done this way. It was Napolean who said:
"Plunge into battle first before you want to see the outcome
of it."
Lenin maintained that after the means of production
of the bourgeoisie and the imperialists and the land of the
landlords bad been confiscated, it would be possible to
develop production greatly.
The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution initiated by
Comrade Mao Tsetung is precisely directed against the
fallacy of Kautsky, Sukanov, Trotsky and Bukbarin which
is a thesis opposing taking the socialist road and advocating
taking the capitalist road.
The representatives of these views in China is Liu Sbaocbi. In the summer of 1949 when China just won liberation,
Llu Shao-chi said that because capitalist production was
not sufficiently developed in China it was not possible to
take the socialist road. He said then that the problem in
China was not that there was too much capitalism but too
little. He also said that capital exploitation was not a crime
but a credit and that the workers were not against explo·
itation but would welcome it. Therefore, he held that,
after liberation, China should take the capitalist road instoad
of the socialist road.
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This is ex:actly the same theory as put forward early
in respect of the Soviet Union bv Kautsky, Sukanov,
Tronky, etc. and which was known as the tb«JfY tbat production was everythiog. The Thought or Mao Tsetung ad
the line advocated by Comrade Mao Tsetung is sbarply
contrary to and diametrically opposed to the theory of
these people. The Thought of Mao Tsetung is the same as
tbat of Lenin when be pointed out tbat, after the October
Revolution, they should firmly take the socialist ·road.

What was the basic difference between the two line~
that contended in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution?
The main question was the struggle between the two roads:
should China take the capitalist road or the socialist road?
The strusgle between these two lines existed in tbe past.
It exiats at the present and will exist in the future also.
That it why Comrade . Mao Tsetung has said that the
present cultural revolution is only the first one that, in the
future, there would be many more.
The reason for this is that it is not merely a question
of overthrowing the old exploiting classes and finishing with
revolution for all time. New exploiting elements always
crop up and a new bourgeoisie is always created.
When
Lenin • dealt with this question in his book, "The Proletarian
~evolution and the Renegade K.autsky" he pointed out that,
throughout the historical period of transition from capitalism
to communism, the former exploiting classes will try to
stage a come back and that they will try to turn tbeir
attempts into action. Here Lenin was. referring to the former
exploiting classes.
But in "Left-Wing Communiam, And Infantile Disorder"
be poiotesi otit that not only will the old exploiting classes
try to stage a come back but that, in socialist society a
new bourgeoisie would be created. Lenin raised these questions but, as bas already been pointed out, died too early
to have belen able to solve these problems.
Stalin was a great Marxist-Leniout who, as the People's
Daily editorial referred to earlier points out solved a num~
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theoretical and practical problems connected with
prol~tariaa revolution and the question of building socialism
in one c;>untry. But, on the theory of the class struggle he
made mistakes.
It is not correct to say that, after the October Revolution, Stalin completely neglected the question of the class
struggle. Actually, before 1928, Stalin stressed very much
that class struggles should be carried out in the Soviet
Union. Stalin's speeches before 1928 to the Komsomol aod
to the Control Commission dealt with this problem. He
criticised certain people for forgetting class struggles in
times of peace.

But, what was his shortcoming? After 1928, when the
problem of the kulaks had been solved, when collectivisation of agriculture was completed, when the first S-year
plan was completed. be said classes had been entirely eliminated and no longer existed.
This incorrect idea was
clearly expressed in his report on the Soviet Constitution
in 1936.
Stalin's shortcoming was that in the field of theory be
did not recognise that, throughout tbe entire historical epoch
from capitalism to communism and under tbe dictatorship
of the proletariat, classes and class struggles would coot10ue
to exist in society. While Stalin recognised the existence
of classes and class struggles before 1928, he did not recognise their ex~stence after that period.
But the fact was that, even after collecti visation of
agriculture and after the new Soviet Constitution the class
struggle against the bourgeoisie still existed. The danger of
a restoration of capitalism still existed. However, facts taught
Stalin and, in his last years, be was conscious of this in
some ways.
Stalin perceived the truth about the existence of classes
and class struggles one year before be died. He then said
that in socialist society contradictions still exist and that if
such contradictions were not properly handled they could
become antagonistic ones. This view was expressed in his
last work ''Some Problems of Economy in the Soviet Union".
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ln the present era, Comrade Mao Tsetung paid attention
to all the historical experiences of the Soviet Union . The
50th anniversary of the October Revolution was celebrated
under conditions where the revisionists have seized power
and carried out the restoration of capitalism.
Tbis is a
bitter experience and deserves the serious attention and
study by all Marxist-Leninists. There is also the experience
of the Chinese Revolution .
It is a result of studying . these experiences that Comrade Mao Tsetung bas held that, in a socialist society and
under the dictatorship of the proletariat, classes and class
struggles exist although the form is different. Comrade Mao
Tsetung bas not only elaborated this theory in his works
but also by personally i.nitiating the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution be bas correctly solved a whole series of
questions concerning bow to make revolutions under conditions of the dictato rship of the proletariat.

This is the most important landmark in tbe develop·
ment of Marxism-Leninism by Comrade Mao Tsetung. It
indicates that Marxism-Leninism bas developed to an entirely
new stage. Marxism, which was first developed to the stage
of Leninism, bas now been further developed to the stage
of' Mao Tsetung Thought.
The Communique of the Eleventh Plenary Session of
the Eighth Central Committee of the Communist Party of
China, which it adopted on August 12, 1906, states lhe
question as follows: "Comrade Mao Tsetung is the greatest
Marxist-Leninist of our era.
Comrade Mao Tsetuog bas
inherited defended and developed Marxism-Leninism with
genius, creatively and in an all-round way, and bas raised
Marxism-Leninism to a completely new stage. Mao Tsetung's
Thought is Marxism-Leninism of the era in which imperialism is beading for total collapse and socialism is advancing
to worldwide victory. It is tbe guiding principle for all
the work of our Party and country".
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CHAPTER V

ON THE PARTY

.

One of the historical tasks performed by Comrade Mao
Tsetung is to re-affirm quite clearly the Leninist teaching
on the nec~ssity for a com~unist party to guide the working class and to have concreticised them and raised them
to an even higher level.
One of Lenin's contributiooa to
the treasure bouse of Marxism is his teaching that, just as
an army needs a general staff, so :also the working class
needs a political party of a new type to lead it to seize
power. The Bolshevik Party, fashioned under the guidance
of Lenin, armed with Marxism, based on democratic
centralism, with an iron discipline and bavins close ties
with the masses, was a new Party of such a type. It was
thi! Party that carried through' the Oreat October Revolution.
Comrade Mao Taetuog bas re-affirmed all of Lenin's
teachings on this subject. He has pointed out that, "The
force at the core leading our cause forward is the Chinese
Communist Party. The theoretical basis guiding our thinking
is Marxism-Leninism". Further be has stated that, "if there
is to be a revolution, there must be a revolutionary party.
Without a revolutionary party,
without a party built on
the Marxist- Leninist revolutionary theory and in the Marxits
revolutionary style, it is impossible to lead the working
class and the broad masses of the people in defeating
imperialism and its running dogs''.
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He has given a classical description of 1be abree main
weapons with whi<:b tbe Chioeae Communists defeated their
enerny. This is a quotation that meriu the scriolll study
of all revolutionaries. He bas said: "A well dltd~tlilld Puty
armed with the theory of Marxism-Leninism, usmg the
method of self-criticism and linked with the masses or tbe
people; an army under the leadership of such a Party; a
united front of all revolutionary classes and all revolutiooary
groups under tl:1e leadership of such a Party - these are tbe
three maio weapons with which we have defeated the enemy ...
Comrade Mao Tsetung has alwaya ptaced great stress
on the importance of discipline inside the Communist Party.
He has stated that, "We must affirm anew the discipline
of .t~e Party, namely: (1} the individual is subordinate to the
organisatioo; (2) the minority is subordinate to the majority:
(3) the lower level is subordinate to the higher level; and
(4) tbe entire membership is subordinate to the Central
Committee.
Whoever violates these articles of discipline disrupts
Party unity.
He has also stated, "One requirement of Party discipline
is that the minority should submit to the majority. If the
view of the minority bas been rejected, it must support
the decision passed by "the majority. 1f necessary, it can
bring up the matter for reoonsideration at the next meeting
but apart from that it must not act against the decision in
any way.
He bas also pointed out the harmfulness of making
criticism without regard to organisational discipline. lonerParty criticism is a weapon for strengthening the Party
organisation and increasing its fighting capacity. Therefore,
criticisms should be made inside and not outside tbe Party.
The Communist Party functions on the basis of democratic centralism. It is a fusion of democracy with centralism.
Comrade Mao Tsetung has taught us that, in the sphere
of organisation, we must ensure democracy under centralised
guidance".
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He bas also pointed out that "Democracy is correlative
with centralism and freedom with discipline. They are tbe
two opposites of a single entity, contradictory as well as
united, and we should not one-sidedly emphasize one to tbe
denial of tbe other". Again, "We cannot do without freedom.
nor can we do without discipline; we cannot do without
democracy, nor can we do without centralism. Tbis unity
uf democracy and centralism, of freedom and dtscipliue,
constitutes our democratic centralism".
Comrade Mao Tsetung has always stressed tbe Leninist
teaching of the necessity for all communist parties to practice
cnticism and self-criticism. He bas pointed out that, "The
Communist Party does DOt fear criticism because we are
Marxists, the truth is on our side, ~nd the basic masses,
the workers and peasants, are on our side". Again, "We
have the Marxist-Leninist weapon of criticism and self-criticism.
We can get rid of a bad style and keep the good''.
He bas further explained, "Conscientious practice. of
self-criticism is still another hallmark distinguishing our
Party from · all other political parties. As we say, dust will
accumulate if a room is not cleaned regularly, our faces
will get dirty if they are not washed regularly. Our comrades'
minds and our Party's work may also collect dust, and also
need sweeping and washing. The proverb "Running water
is never stale and a door-binge is never worm-eaten"
means that constant motion prevents the inroads of gen:n~
and other organisms. To check up regularly on our work
and jn the proce-ss develop a democratic style of work, to
fear neither criticism nor self-criticism, and to apply such
good popular Chinese maxims as "Say all you know and
say it without ceserve", ''B lame not the speaker but be
warned by his words" and "Correct mistakes if you have
committed them and guard against them if you have not"this is the only effective way to prevent all kinds of political
dust and germs from contaminating the minds of our
comrades and the body of our Party."
Again he has clearly explained the purpose of making
criticism and self-criticism and how it must be done. He
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has said, "In opposing subjectivism, sectartantsm and stereotyped Party writing we must have in mind two purposes:
first, "learn from past mistakes to avoid future ones". and
second, ''cure the sickness to save the patient."' The mistakes
of the past must be exposed without sparing anyone's
sensibilities; it is necessary to analyse and criticise what was
bad in the past with a scienttfic attitude so that work in
lhe future will be done more carefully and dooe better.
This is what is meant by "learn from past mistakes to avoid
future ones•·. But our aim in exposing errors and criticizing
shortcomings, like that of a doctor curing a sickness. is
solely to save the patient and not to doctor him to death.
A person with appendicitis is saved when tbe surgeon
removes his appendix. So long as a person wbo has made
mistakes does not hide his sickness for fear of treatment or
persist in his mistakes until he is beyond cure, so long as
he honestly and sincerely wishes to be cured and to mend
his ways, we should welcome him and cure his Sickness so
that he can become a good comrade. We can never succeed
if we just let ourselves go and lash out at him. In treating
an ideologtcal or a political malady, one must never be
rough and rash but must adopt the approach :of "curing
the sickness to save the patient", which is the only correct
and effective method".
He bas also explained: "Another point that should be
mentioned in con'nection with inner-Party criticism is that
some comrades ignore the major issues and confine tbeir
attention to minor points when they make their criticism.
Tbey do not understand that the main task of criticism is
to point out political and organisational mistakes. A_s. to
personal shortcomings, unless they are related to pohttcal
and organisational mistakes, there is no need to be overcritical or the comrades concerned will be at a loss as to
what to do. Moreover, once such criticism develops, there
is the great danger that within the Party attention wiJI ~e
concentrated exclusively on minor faults, and everyone will
become timid and overcautions and forget the Party's
political tasks".
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He has further pointed out, "As we Chinese Communists,
who base aU our actions on the highest interests of the
broadest masses of the Chinese people and wbo are fully
convinced of the justice of our cause, never balk at any
personal sacrifice and are ready at all times to give our
Jives for the cause, can we be reluctant to discard any idea,
viewpoint, opinion or method which is not suited to the
needs of the people? Can we be wiUing to allow poHtical
dust and germs to dirty our clean faces or eat into our
healthy organisms? Countless revolutionary martyrs bave laid
down their Jives in the interests of the people, and our
hearts are filled with pain as we the living think of themcan there be any personal interest, then, that we would
not sacrifice or any error that we would not discard?"
Also, "We must not become complacent over any success.
We should check our complacency and constantly criticise
our shortcomings, just as we should wash our faces or
sweep the floor every day to remove the dirt and keep them
olean". "As for criticism, do it in good time; don't get
into the habit of criticising only after the event". ·•Taught
by mistakes and setbacks, we have become wiser and handle
our affairs better. Jt is bard for any political party or
person to avoid mistakes, but we should make as few as
possible.
Once a mistake is made, we should correct it,
~nd the more quickly and thoroughly tbe better".
Comrade Mao Tsetung bas always stressed the necessity
for the Party not to convert itself into a close-door organisation but to go out to the people and to base itself on
them. He bas said, "The people, and the people alone,
are the motive force in the making of world history".
Again, "The masses are the real heroes, while we
ourselves are often childish and ignorant, and without this
understanding it is impossible to acquire even the most
rudimentary knowledge".
At the same time be bas also taught us that, ..If we
tried to go on the offensive when the masses are not yet
awakened, that would be adventurism. If we insisted on
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leading the maucs to do anything aaainst rheir Mil
certainly fail. If we did not advance when tbe
advance, that would he r1gbt opportunism''.

would

uaod

He bas taught that the correct melbod or 1~
should be, ."Ta.ke the ideas of the masses and concen
them, then go to the masses. persevere in tbc tdeas aod ca
them through, so as to form correct idns of Jeadershapsucb is the basic method of ltadership".
From tbe above it mu~t be quite clear that not only
bas Comrade Mao Tsetung abundant faith in the masses
but also that he is opposed to all forms of putchism. He
has always taught that the party must rouse the masses in
their millions. The party without a mass following or mass
activity without a proper political leadersbtp will both be
useless. He bas pointed out this clearly when be said,
•·However active the leading group may be, its activity will
amount to fruitless effort by a handful of people unless
On the other
combined with the activity of the masses.
hand, if the masses alone are active without a strong leading
group to organise their activity properly, such activity cannot
he sustained for long, or carried forward in the right direction .
or raised to a high level"
He bas also pointed out that the p3rty must be able
to make a correct analysis of the masses and their respective
level of consciousness and to unite with them accordingly.
He bas said, «The masses in any given place are generally
composed of three parts, the relatively active, the intermediate
and the relatively backward . The leaders must therefore be
skilled in uniting the small number of active elements around
the leadership and must rely on them to raise the level of
the intermediate elements and to win over the baek"'ard
elements...
These views of Comrade Mao Tset\mg on the necessity
for a communist party to lead a working class is essential
to be grasped by the revolutionary movement today because
of the prevalence among certain sections of the people of
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the wrong, . peti-bourgeois and anti-Marxist-Lminist views
on this subject associated with tbe name of Cbe Guevara
or otherwise known as the Cuban line.
This theory is basically an attempt to oppose the
growiag influence of Mao Tsetung Thought.
This theory
attempts to reject both the necessity for a revolutionary party
and the participation of the masses. Because certain com·
munist parties had gone revisionist, an attempt is made to
make use of this fact to reject the Leninist theory for the
necessity for a revolutionary party to guide the working
class.
Just as one does not throw the baby out with tbe
lilirty bath water so also one does not reject the necessity
for a communist party merely because certain communjst
parties have gone bad and revisionist. If, in any given country,
the communist party has gone revisionist, the duty of the
revolutionaries in that country is to form a genuinely
revoluti011ary communist party- not to reject the necessity
for a party.
This erroneous theory is based fundamentally on romantic
and peti- bourgeois ideology which js characterised by a lack
of faith in the masses.
It places its main reliance on a
band of swash-buckling "Three Musketeers" type of bravadoes
who are expected to perform miraculous exploits against
terrific odds.
This theory attempts to popularise the thesis that, irrespective of the maturity or otherwise of the revolutionary
situation tn any given country, that is, notwithstanding the
readiness of the people to carry out revolution, and without
a revolutioaary party to lead the people, a band of determined
revolutionaries can overthrow the existing state machinery,
capture power and thereafterwards attract the people to
their side.
It advocates actions which can be carried out by few
individuals without the need for popular support and which
can cause enemy losses without securing the s11pport of the
proletarian masses. "This is the peti-bourgeoisie's favourite
type of struggle, reflecting its individualism and its misgivings
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about joining the proletariat''. It is precisely rbis kind of
peti-bourgeois ideology which Comrade Mao Tsetung condemned
as the "ideology of the rovi11g rebel band" as far back
as 1929.

It must also be pointed out that this has nothing in
common with Comrade Mao Tsetung's theory oo people's
war which is based on complete reliance on the masses·
It urges revolutionaries to go and work amoog lhe masses,
particultuly with the peasants, to integrate themselves with
them, to set up rural revolutionary bases, build a people's
army and wage a protracted people's war and finally surround
the cities by the villages and liberate tbt.m.
Comrade Mao :rsetung has cle~rJy said that .. the revolutionary war is a wu of the masses: it ean be waged
only by mobilising tbe ma,ses and relying on them"·
Thus. the theory of people's war is based on the revolutionary
mobilisation of the masses, under the . leadership of a
Marxist-LeniiJist party and is aimed at the seizure o.f power.
It seeks to awaken the masses. to help to organise and
mobilise them and to teach them to dare to struggle against
an enemy which is initially more powerful and to develop
their own forces in combat with the enemy till tbey gaiA
tbe superiority which makes it possible for them to crush
him decisively.
This bas nothing in common with the so-called Cuban
theory which negates the role both of the working class
party and that of the masses and places reliance oo individuals or groups of individuals.
All Marxist-Leninists must be ceaselessly on guard ideologically and must be able to distinguish the genuine article
from the faked one which the nco-revisionists are attempting
to substitute.
Comrade Mao Tsetuog, like Lenin before him , has
placed great emphasis on tbe fact that the communist party
should be armed with the most advanced revolutionary
theory of our time- Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought.
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Ju~t as a house needs a sohd foundation so dee~ a revolutionary
movement and a party need a sound ideological foundation.
Otherwise, tbe house will collapse.
ft was Lenin who
taught us that "without revolutio.eary theory, there cannol
be revolutionary practice".

done only by a consistent and relentless ideological struggle
and also by combining theory with practice. Theory without
practice and practice without theory are both useless. Without a party, there cannot be struggles. But, without struggles
a communist party cannot develop.

Comrade Mao Tsetung bas taught: "The victories of
the revolution and construction in our country are victories
of Marxism-Leninism. Jt bas been the consistent ideologiclll
principle of our Party to closely integrate Marxist-Leninist
theory with the practice of the Chinese revolution''.

Comrade Mao Tsetung has taught: "Without armed
struggle neither the proletariat nor the Communist Party
would have any standing at all in China and it would be
impossible for the revolution to triumph.
Tn these years
(the 18 years since the founding of the Party) the development.
consolidation and bolshevisation of our Party have proceeded
in the midst of revolutionary wars; without armed struggle
the Communist Party would assuredly not be what it is
today.
Comrades throughout the Party must never forget
this experience for which we have paid in blood''.

That is why every member of the communist party
must be armed with Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought.
One of the main reasons for the degeneration of several
communist pArties into revisionist parties was due to the
lack of corre~t ideological training of their members . lt is
not enough to have the name board of the communist
party. Anyone can do that, What is 'important is to equip
every party member with the correct theory of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought and tum every one of them
into genuine revolutionaries. The attitude towards the study
of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is an important
It must neither be mechanical
aspect of party building.
nor cease at any particular point. 'I t is not a dogma, like
the sutras to be learnt by heart and repeated. It is a guide
for action.
Marx once said: "Philosophers hitherto have
only interpreted the world. Our duty is to change it."
Particularly, in view of tbe strenuous efforts made by
the bourgeoisie to influence and misdirect the minds of the
people, particularly the youth,
through such media as
the press, television, cinema, the pulpit, tbe schools, bizarre
hair styles, crazy dances li.ke the twist and so-called modern
dresses, it is important to wage a resolute counter-attack
on the ideological front against the penetration of bourgeois
ideas and influence.
There i~ never a vacuum in our brains. Either the
bourgeois ideology wins out. Or else the proletarian ideology
Wllls out,
particularly inside the party.
But this can be
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We must not allow a big gap to develop between our
words and deeds, between theory and practice. Theory
must be translated into practice and tested in the course
of it. Once a correct political decision has been taken, it
must immediately be supported by an organisational decision
to implement it. As Comrade Mao once pointed out, once
we have taken the decision to cross a river, we must either
build a t>ridge or find a boat to cross it.
Jnorder to achieve this, we must build a party of
revolutionaries. That is, members of the communist party
must be dedicated people, devoid of selfish interests or
desire for personal glory or fame and not desiring
material benefits or an easy life. They must subject their
personal interests to the common interests of the revolutionary movement. They must •'be resolute, fear no sacrifice
and surmount all difficulties to win victory".
Comrade Mao Tsetung has taught: " A communist should
have largeness of mind and should be staunch and active
looking upon the interests of the revolution as his very life
and subordinating his personal interests to those of the
revolution; always and everywhere be should adhere to
principle and wage a tireless struggle against all incorrect
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ideas and actions, so as to consolidate the collective life
of the Party and strengthen the ties between the party and
the masses; be should be more concerned with tbe party
and the masses than about any individual, and more concerned
about others than about himself" . Only thus can he be con·
sidered a communist.

•

Once a solid ideological foundation bas been laid, we
must find good bricks to build the bouse. We must train
capable and good cadres who form the steel frame on
which the party rests. They are the people who interpret the
policy of the party to the masses.
Comrade Mao Tsetung
bas taught us that, "lnordef to guarantee that our Party
and country do not change their colour, we must not only
have a correct line and correct policies but must train and
bring up millions of successors who will carry on the
cause of proletarian revolution".
He bas also taught :
"What are the requirements for
worthy successors to th~ revolutionary cause of the proletariat?
"l'bey must be genuine Marxist-Leninists a nd not revisionists like_K.hrushchov weariJli the cloak of Marxism-Leninism.
"They must be revolutionaries who wholeheartedly serve
the overwhelming majority of the people of Chiae and
the whole world, and must not be Uke Khrusbchov who serves
both the interests of the handful of members of the privileged
.bourgeois stratum in his own country and those of foreign
imperialism ·and reaction
" They must be proletarian statesmen capable o f unitins
and working togetber with the overwhebning majority. Not
only must they unite with those who agree with them,
they must also be good at uniting with those who disagree
and even with those who formerly oppose4 them and have
But they must
since been proved wrong in practice.
especially watch out for careerists and conspirators like
Kbrusbchov aad prevent such bad elements from usurping
the leadership of the party and the state at any level.
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"r.bey must be models in appl)'iftl the Party• deaocratic
central~s~. must master the method or leadenb'p bated oa
the pnnc1ple of "from the masses, to the
ud
must cultivate a democratic style and be Jood at Jistet iD
to the masses. They must not be despotic like KbnaUc:ho
and vio~ate the Party's democratic centralism, make aurp i.e
attacks on comrades or act arbitrarily and dictatorial)' •

111&1....

" They must be modest and prudent and suard apiuat
arrogance and impetuosity; tbey must be imbued wilb tbe
spirit of self criticism and have the courage to correct
mistakes and shortcomings in their work. They mu&l never
cover up their errors like Khrushcbov, and claim all the
credit for themselves and shift all the blame on others.
''Successors · to the revolutionary cause of the proletariat
come forward in mass struggles and are tempered in the
great storms of revolution . It is essential to test and judge
cadres and choose and train successors in the long course
of mass struggle"
" The proper selection, tra1n1ng and promotion of cadres
are among the most important tasks of a revolutionary
party. Proper guidance and a check-up of their activities,
and not finding fault after they bad floundered themselves
into mistakes, should be the correct attitude of a party
towards its cadres .
A communist party should consist of the best sons
and daughters of tbe workers, peasants and the revolutionary
intelligentsia. Comrade Mao Tsetung has taught that, ..The
party organisation sboold be composed of the advanced elements
of tbe proletariat; it should be a vigorous vanguard organisation capable of leading the proletariat and the revolutionary
masses in the fight against the class enemy". We must also
have in miod that, in a communist p.uty, we must go after
quality and not quantity.
Such comfades are usually thrown up in the course of
struggles although a few come out of intellectual conviction
or from inspiration from struggles. Some people debate the
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Tbe party must constantly repleailb rts
ab with DCW
blood and eliminate useless comrades wbo enuua party
me.mbers. o.nly in name. Comrade Mao Tsetuna hat pat tbil
potnt bnlliantly when be said, ''A human being bas aclorte.
and veins through which the heart makes tbe blood ctrculalc
and be breathes with his lungs, exhalios carbon monOAide
and inhaling fresh oxygen, that is. getting rid of the stale
and taking in the fresh. A proletarian putJ m•t also Ret
rid of tbe stale and tate in tbe frnll. for oaly tiHis caa It
be full of vitality. Without eliminating wast~ matter and
absorbing fresh blood the Party has no vigour".

question as to wbetber a comrade should be trained and
qualified before he joins the party or whether he should
join the party and be trained inside its ranks.
This is an artificial and wrong way of posing the question.
There is no question but that, as Comrade Mao Tsetudg
bas taught us, only the advanced elements can be taken
into the party.
The communist party should not be an
organisation which should be easy for anyone to join. One
should qualify for tbe honour of joining it. We must also
be vi&ilant against the entry of spies and agent provocateurs
into our ranks ..

Along with revolutionary cadres and a militant membership,
a communist party must also have a tried aod tested
leadership which is capable of integrating the universal truths
of Ma~ltism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought with the concrete
On no
revolutionary situation in one's own country.
account can we negate or belittle the importance of a
correct leadership. Without a correct leadership, the party
will be like a rudderless ship floundering in the sea.

But, at the same time, comrades cannot be taught in
class rooms or lecture balls.
They can temper themselves
only in the storms of class struggle. Therefore, the education
of a comrade and his Bolshevisation can proceed only through
his participation in struggles. Just as the quality of gold is
tested in fire, so also the revolutionary spirit of a comrade
can be tested only ia the crucible of action. Therefore, ideological education must never bt: in the abstract and should
never be divorced from participation in struggles.
Some others are worried about bad elemen•s creeping
into the party. They have bitter memories about the disruption
caused by repeated sets of disruptors and anti-party elements.
As Comrade Mao Tsetung has taught us, "'Opposition and
struggle between ideas of different kinds constantly occur
within the Party; this is a reflection within tbe Party of
contradictioas between c:Jass~ and between tbe new and tbe
old io society. If there were no contradictions in the Part~
and no ideological stwggles to resolve them, the Party's
life would come to an end" .
Therefore, w't should not be afraid or disheartened about
inner-party ideological struggles. But they must be fought
out politically. While we must be more bold in.recruiting
members from the proletariat and the other toiling masses,
we must be more careful about recruitment from non-proletarian
ran~s.
The Iauer must be made to go through a longer
pcrtod of apprenticeship inside the party.
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The outstanding role played by Comrade Mao Tsetung
in founding the Communist Party of China, in fighting
against all types of deviations, in correctly leading the Chinese
revolution to victory through all its tortuous paths, in
mastering and formulating the strategy and tactics of protracted people's war, and, even after the socialist revolution.
io safeguarding and strengthening the dictatorship of the
proletariat in China- all these show us how very vital it
is for a communist party to haye a correct and revolutionary
•
leadership.
Finally, a revolutionary communist party must be quite
different from the revisionist parties in its organisational
methods and styles of work. lo his day, Lenin advised tbe
new left groups that emerged out of the old parties of the
Second International not only to break with revisionism
politically but also organisationally.
The revisionist parties are all parliamentary parties.
Their one aim is to get as many seats as possible in par·
liament. Therefore, they do all their work in the open,
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legally. But the aim of a revolutionary communist party i
to carry out revolution. You cannot do this uoder the nose
of the police.
That is why every communist party in a
capitalist country -whatever be the form of governmentmust function as a secret party. It should not expose all
its cadres or members to the enemy nor reveal all its plans
openly.
From its position as an underground party, it
should engage in certain legal activities, such as contesting
one or two parliamentary seats, detailing some comrades to
do trade union work, running a newspaper, etc.
But this should oot be our main job. Nor should we
waste our energy, time, money or our most important cadres
in this sphere. Our maio job should be to patiently gather
l'ogether all the revolutionary forces and prepare for the
revolution.
We must have no illusions about bourgeois parliamentary
democracy.
While there is no doubt that we must make
the best use of bourgeois democracy in the interests of the
working class whenever we can, we must clearly have it in
our minds that bourgeois democracy is a trap laid by the
bourgeoisie to keep the revolutionaries under surveillance
so that, when the occasion needs it, they could behead us
at one stroke. This was what happened in Indonesia and
we must draw the correct lessons from that tragedy.
All Marxist-Leninist parties must learn to skilfully
combine legal work with illegal work and open work with
secret work. But, basically, they must proceed from the basis
of building a secret organisation which shall be capable of
eluding the police and of carr)ing the revolution forward to
success.
These are some of the principles of party building that
have been taught us by Lenin and further concretised by
Comrade Mao Tsetung. Comrade Mao bas taught us that
"Tbe united front, armed struggle aod party building are tb~
Cbioese Communist Party's three "magic weapons'', it• three
principal magic weapons for defeating tbe enemy in the Chinese
revolution".
·
lo these wise words we have the key to the success of
revolution in ao)l country.
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CHAPTER VI

ON PEOPLE'S WAR AND APEOPLE'S 4RMY
ONE of the most important contributions made by
Comrade Mao Tsetuog to the development of MarxismLenmism is his formulation of the theory of a people's war
and his teaching about the necessity for building a people's
army if we wish to triumph over our class enemies.
Today. not only in the imperialist and ~etropolitan
countries but even in the dependent or semt-dependent
~:ountries, too, the repressive state machinery of the imperwists feudalists and tbe capitalists- principally the armed
forces~ are being highly militacised and brutalised. We
saw it du.ring last year's May "revolution'' in France. We
see it in the increased brutality practiced against the Negroes
by the American racists.
We see it in the huodre?s ~f
brutal murders committed by the army and the pohce m
almost all the states in India.
We saw it in Ceylon too during the General Strike of
1947. during the Hartal of 1953, the strike of the employees
of the private and public sector in May-June 1958, the
more recent strike in the private sector in December 1967
and the strike in the public sector in November-Decem?er
1968- armoured cars rolling down the streets, the paradmg
of troops and tanks, armed police and troops stationed at
all important junctions, armed protec_tion given to all ~mp
loye~ atrectecl by the strike,
baJlD&ng of all mectlngs,
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dcmonstr11tions and evoo picketing during strikes, rule under
the State of Emergency for months oo end, the promulgation of the notorious Public Security Act, police use of brutal
force to disperse demonstrations as happened during this
year's May Day and eve.n shooting to kill as happened during
the Hartal and on January 8, 1966 - all these things arc
beginning to become normal features even during a strik~ for
economic demands.
Under these circumstances when the brutality and militarisation of the repressive state machinery of the reactionary ruling classes is increasing to uoprecedental levels,
what are the . oppressed peoples to do? During the May
''Revolution" in France last year, 10 million out of 14
million workers in France struck work for over two weeks
and practically paralysed tbe French economy. The young
workers and students displayed great courage and heroism
in fighting the police. But De Gaulle's riot squads proved
equal to them, using unprecedented and merciless brutality
that shocked even bourgeois journalists. Finally De Gaulle
succeeded in transforming this great struggle into an election
farce with the help of the French revisionists.
What, then, are the oppressed peoples to do? Comrade
Mao Tsetung, as a result of the investigation of Chinese
experience, answered this question correctly. He stated that
all the imperialists and their lackeys, "have swords in their
hands and are out to kill. The people have come to understand this and so act after their fashion". In other words
be taught that armed counter-revolution can only be met
aod defc:ated by armed revolution.

'

This is the basic difference between the Chinese revoluti<?o an~ the Octobe~ Revolution which preceded it.. As
Stahn pomted out, 1n the Chinese revolution, from the
very beginning, armed counter-revolution was confronted by armed revolution. This is one of the peculiarities
and ooe of tbe
advantages of the Chinese
revolution, he said. The Chinese revolution, of course, is
a continuation of the great October Revolution. The revolutionary path blazed by the October Revolution is the
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common road for all revolutions b) oppr~ peoples. As
Comrade Lin Piao points out in his ..Lon
the Victory
1
of the People's War''. "In the last analya
the
au.isl
Leninist theory of proletarian revolution 11 the tbeory of
the seizure of state power by revolutionar~ v olence tb
theory of countering war against the people by people•
war. As Marx so aptly put it, "Force is cite . . .wife of
every old sotiety pregnant with a DeW ooe".
Comrade Lin Piao points out that, ''It was on the basis
of the lessons derived from the people's wars in China that
Comrade Mao Tsetung using the simplest and the most
vivid language , advanced the famous thesis that, ''Polltial
power groW'i out of tbe barrel of a guo". Comrade Mao Tsetung
has clearly pointed out : •·Tbe seizure or power by armed
force
the settlement of the issue by war, is the central
task 'and the highest form of revolution.
This MarxistLeninist principle of revolution holds good universally, for
China and for all other countries" .
In order to understand more clearly tbe contribution
of Mao Tsetung to tbe development of Marxism-Leninism
on the subject of people's war, let us briefly note the
similarities and dissimilarities between the October Revolution and the Chinese revolution.
Comrade Lin Piao bas listed them in the abovemen·
tioned book. The common features are: "(1) Botb were l~d
by the working class with a Marxist - Leninist Party as ~ts
nucleus· (2) Both we re based on the worker- peasant alha·
. (3•) In both cases state power was seized through
nee,
·
violent revolution and the dictatorship of tbe pro1etaraat
was established. (4) In both cases the socialist system was
built after the victory io tbe revolution; (S) ~oth were
component parts of the proletarian world revolution.
But the Chinese revolution had its own peculiariti~s.
The October Revolution took place in imper.ialist ~ussta,
but the Chinese revolution broke out in a semJ- colon•al and
semi-feudal country. The former was a proletar~an revo.lu·
tion, while .the latter developed into a socialist revolutton
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after the complete victory of the new democratic revolution.
Tbe October Revolution began with armed uprisings in the
cities and then spread to the countryside, while the Chinese
revolution won nation-wide victory through the encirclement
of the cities from the rural areas and the final capture of
the cities".
This peculiarity of the Chinese Revolution arose from
Comrade Mao Tsetung's evaluation of the situation in China.
He pointed out: "Since China's key cities have long been
occupied by the powerful imperialists and thoir reactionary ·
Chinese allies, it is imperative for the revolutionary ranks to
turn the backward vil1ages into advanced, consolidated base
areas, into great military, political, economic and cultural
bastions of the revolution from which to fight their vicious
enemies who are using the cities for attacks on the rural
districts, and in this way gradually to achieve the complete
victory of the revolution through protracted fighting; it is
imperative for them to do so if they do not wish to compromise with imperialism and its lackeys but are determined to
fight on, and if they intend to build up and temper their
forces, and avoid battles with a powerful enemy while their
own strengtb is inadequate".
This important. theory, which has today become universally applicable, is based on the correct understanding that in
all dependent and semi-dependent or colonial and semi-colonial
countries, the power of the imperialists and their lackeys is
concentrated in or around the big cities -the army and
police headquarters, the radio station, central post office,
main railway junctions, government departments, the seat of
the central government, etc.
Therefore, what Comrade Mao Tsetung advises is that it
i11 foolish, at a period when, at the initial stages (as it must
always be) the enemy enjoys a ttmporary superiority of forces
over us, to knock our heads against the enemy's strongholds.
We must learn to convert this temporary disadvantage for us
into a disadvantage for the enemy.
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This, we can do if we do not give battle to tt)e enemy
at a place and time when he enjoys a superiority over us;
but, instead, if we move away to the ••backward" rural areas
where the enemy is relatively weak and turn them into advanced revolutionary base areas for the peorle. It is common
knowledge to every ooe that the further away one rnoves from
tbe big cities, the lesser army units one sees and the lesser
are· the police men who man the scattered police stations.
The reactionaries can never find sufficient repressive forces
to suppress all tbe people all over the country at the same
time if the people learn to use correct tactics.

•

The failure of the U. S. imperialist's attempt to herd the
Vietnamese poople into what they called "strategic hamlets"
but which were really concentration camps and the success
of the Vietnamese people in converting these camps into
people's strongholds and finally smashing them proves this.
Comrade Mao Tsetuog's theory of people's war is io~
parably linked with his theory of "rely on the peasants and
establish ruTal base areas". Unless revolutionaries learn to
go to the rural areas while continuing and not neglecting secret
and underground work in the cities, mtegrate themselves with
the rural masses, rouse, pollticalise and mobilise them and
build up revolutionary base areas where a people's army can
be built up and trained, people's war would become impossible.
While Comrade Mao Tsetung has stated tbat although
"from l927 to the present (i.e. March 1949- author) the centre
of gravity of our work has been in the villages- gathering
strength in the villages, using the villages in order to surround
the citie& and taking the cities ... "&tressing tbe work in the
rural base area'> does oot mean abandoning our work io tbe
cities and in the otber vast rural artas wbicb are still ooder
tbe enemy's rule; on the contrafy, without work in the citiea
and in these other rural areas, our own rural base areas
would be isolated and the revolution would suffer defeat.
Moreover, the final objective of the revolution is the capture
of the cities, the enemy's ~ain bases, and this objective
cannot be achieved without adequate work in tbe cities''.
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Revolutionaries have to learn to do patient work over
n long period among the rural masses and win them over
to our side. Thus, we convert what was an advantage to
the enemy. which was his superiority in the cities, into an
advantage for us, which is superiority in the rural areas.

to tbe people about ultimate victory and rouse them to fight.
But, at the same time, in every encounter with the enemy,
we must take him seriously tactically and pit our forces
against him accordinsly.

Besides, now, the enemy will have to come in search
of us; and he can't hring his whole army. The more bases
we build, the more the enemy will have to disperse his
forces, while we will be able to concentrate a superior
force against the enemy - provided we have correctly mobilised the masses on our side .

Comrade Mao Tsetung bas alway11 held that the people,
and oot weapons, are the decisive factor in any war. He has
said: "Weapons are an important factor in war, but not the
declslve factor; it is the people, not things, that are decisive.
The contest of strength is not only a contest of military and
economic power, but also a contest of human power and
morale. Military and economic power is necessarily wielded
by people''.

As Comrade Mao Tsetung has pointed out, "lnorder to
annihilate the ememy we must adopt the policy of luring
him in deep and abandon some cities and districts of our
own accord in a planned way, so as to let him in.
It is
only after letting him in that the people can take part in
the war in various ways and that the power of a people's
war can be fully exerted.
A people's war can only be fought by the people - not
by a handful of bravadoes as suggested by those who advocate the so-called Cuban line. Comrade Mao Tsetung has
said : " The · revolutionary war is a war of the masses; it
can be waged only by mobilising the masses and relying
on them". Again be bas said:
"What is a true bastion
of iron? It is the masses, the millions upon millions of people
who genuinely and sincerely support the revolution.
That
is the real iron bastion which it is impossible, and absolutely
impossible for any force on earth to smash. The counterrevolution cannot smash us; on tbe contrary, we shall smash
it.
RalJyiog miJlions upon miUions of peoplo round the
revolutionary government and expanding our revolutionary
war, we shall wipe out all counter-revolution and take over
the whole of China" . ·
The confidence reflected in this question is based on
Comrade Mao Tsetung's theory of "despising the enemy
strategically but taking him seriously tactically". Without
despising the enemy strategically we cannot give confid~nce
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Tn other words, weapons are important but not deci·
sive as the man who wields them; and when that man is
armed with Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, he is
well nigh invincible.

It is because. as pointed by Comrade Lin Pjao, some
people were amicted with fe11r of the imperialists and reactionaries that Comrade Mao Tsetung put forward his famous
thesis, that "AlJ reactionaries are paper tigers. In appearance,
the reactionaries are terftfying, hut in reality they are not so
powerful. From a long-term point of view, it is not the
reactionaries but the people who are really powerful''.
While the imperialists are afraid of this theory, the
modern revisionists have slandered it as an under- estimation
of the strength of the enemy. They have even sneered at
it by saying that the paper tiger has got •nuclear teeth' in
an attempt to discourage struggle against the imperialists
and to dampen people's spirits .
But Comrade Mao Tsetung's theory that " the imperialists and all reactionaries are paper tigers" is of enormou~
significance in giving hope and courage to the oppressed
people in that it infuses them with faith in ultimate victory .
Bul C~mrade Mao Tsetun~ never under-estimated the
strength of the enemy. He has explained:
"Just as there
is not a single th\ng in the world without a dual nature

KI

(this is the la-.r of the unity of opposites). ~o imperialism
and all reactionaries have a dual nature- they are real
tigers and paper tigers at the same time. ln past history,
before they won state power and for some time afterwards,
the slave-owning class, the feudal landlord class and the
bourgeoisie were vigorous, revolutionary and progressive;
they were real tigers. But with the lapse of time, because
their opposites- the slavo class, the peasant class and the
proletariat- grew in strength step by step, stru~gled against
them more and more fiercely, these ruling classes changed
step by step into the revers<', chang'd into reactionaries,
changed into backward people, changed into paper tigers.
And eventually they were overthrown, or wiJJ be overthrown,
by ~be people. The reactionary. backward, decaying classes
re1a1ned this dual nature even in their last life-and-death
struggles against the people. On the one band, they were
real tigers; they devoured people by the millions and tens
of millions. The cou rse of the people's struggle went through
a period of difficulty and hardships, and along the path there
were many twists and turns. To destroy the rule of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism in China took
the Chinese people more than a hundred years and cost
them tens of millions of Jives before the victory in 1949.
look! Were these not living tigers, iron tigers, real tigers?
But in the end they changed into paper tigers, dead tigers,
bean -curd tigers. These are historical facts.
Have people
not seen or heard these facts?
There have indeed been
thousands and tens of tbousando; of tbem! Hence, imperialism and all reactionaries, looked at in essence, from a
long-term point of view, from a strategic point of view,
must be seen for what they are- paper ttgers. On this we
should build our strategic thinking.
On the other band,
they are also living tigers, iron tigers, real tigers which can
devour people. On this we should build our tactical (shortterm point of view - author) thinking".
The point c11nnot be made clearer.
The theory of protracted guerilla warfare is an integral
part of Comrade Mao Tsetung's theory of strategy and
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tactics of people's war. Comrade Lin Piao quotes Engt"ls
as having said: "The emancipation of the proletariat in
its turn, will have its specific expression in military affairs,
and create its specific, new military method". This prediction was proved in China by the strategy and tactics of
people's war worked out by Comrade Mcto Tsetung. This
fbeory consists of using a whole series of strategy aod tactics
of people's war by which the people utilise their strong
points to attack the enemy at his weak points.
During the War of Resistance again~t Japan, Comrade
Mao Tsotung laid down the Tollowing strategic principle
for the communist-led armies: "Guerilla warfare is basic,
but lose no cbance for mobile warfare under favourable conditions.''
Thus, as Comrade Lin Piao points out, Comrade Mao
Tsetung "raised guerilla warfare to the level of strategy,
because, if they are to defeat a formidable enemy, revolutio~
nary armed forces should not fight with a reckless disregard
for the consequences when there is a great disparity between
tbeir strength and the enemy's. If they do, they will suffer
serious losses and bring bea vy setbacks to the revolution .
Guerilla warfare is the only way to mobilise and apply the
whole stre~gtb of the people against the enemy, tbe only
way to ex~aod our forces in the course of tbe war, deplete
and weaken \be enemy, gradually change tbe balance of forres
between the ebemy and oarsel•es, swit~b from guerilla warfare
to mobile warfare, and ftnat1 y defeat tbe enemy.''
Comrade Mao Tsetuog worked out the basic tactics of
guerilla warfare as follows: "The enemy advances, we retreat:
the enemy camps, we harass; t he enemy tires, we attack; tbe
enemy retreats, we pursue''·
This is very simply pot llnd easily understood. Further
guerilla tactics and ingenious methods of fighting were developed, like "sparrow warfare" (it means flexible operation.
like the flight of sparrows, appearing and disappearing ltn·
el'pectedly and wounding, killing, dep1etmg and wearing out
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the enemy), laodmine warfare, tunnel warfare, sabotage
warfare, and gueri'tla warfare on lakes and rivers.
When, in the later period of the anti-Japanese war,
they changed from guerilla warfare to mobile warfare,
Comrade Mao Tsetuog laid it down that the fundamental
guiding principle of all military operations should be "war
of annihilation". "Superior forces should be concentrated
in every battle so that the enemy forces can be wiped out
one by one''. He has pointed out that "all the guiding
principles of military operations grow out of the one basic
principle: to strive to the utmost to preserve <me's own
strength and destroy that of the enemy".

He has taught: "A battle in wbich the enemy is routed
is not basically decisive in a conte~t with a foe of great
stren"gth. A battle of annihilation, on the other hand, pro·
duces a great and immediate impact on any enemy. Iojurlog
all of a man's teo fingers is not as effective as chopping off
one, and routing teo divisions is not as effective as annihilating
one of tbem''.
In his celebrated teo cardinal military principles, as
pointed out by Comrade Lio Piao, Comrade Mao Tsetung
has taught:
"(n every battle, concentrate an absolutely
superior force (two, three, four and sometimes even five or
six time!) the enemy's strength). encircle the enemy forces
completely, strive to wipe them out thoroughly and do not
let any escape from the net. Io special circumstances, use
the method of dealing crushing blows to the enemy, that
is concentrate •all our strength to make a frontal attack and
also to attack one or both of his flanks, with the aim of
wiping out one part and routing another so that our army
can swiftly move its troops to smash other enemy forces.
Stri'e to avoid battles of attrition io wbicb we lose more than
we gain or only break e•eo. In this way, although we are
inferior as a whole (io terms of numbers), we are absolutely
superior in every part and every specific campaign, and this
ensures victory in the c9mpaign. As lime goes on, we shall
become superior as a whole and eventually wipe out all
the enemy".
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Comrade Mao Tsetung bas provided a masterly fUmmary
of the strategy and tactics of people's war: "You fight io
your way and we fight io ours; we fight when we can and
move away when we can't.'' This policy has been lucidly
explained by Comrade Lin Piao in the following words:
"In otber words, you rely on modern weapons and we rely
on highly conscious revolutionary people; you give full play
to your superiority and we give full play to ours; you have
your way of fighting and we have ours. When you want to
fight us, we don't let you and you can't even find us.
But
when we want to figbt you, we make sure tbat you can't get
away aod we bit you squarely on tbe chin and wipe you
out. When we are able to wipe you out, we do so with a
vengeance; when we can't, we see to it that you don't wipe
us out. It is opportunism if one won't fight when one can
win. It is adventurism if one insists on fighting when one
can't win. Fighting is a pivot of all our strategy and tactics.
tt is because of the necessity of fighting that we admit tbe
necessity of moving away. Tbe sole purpose of moving away
is to figbt and bring about the final and complete destruction
of the enemy. This strategy and these tactics can be applied
only wben one relies on the broad masses of the people, and
such application brings the superiority of people's war into
full play. However superior. he may be in technical equip.
meot and whatever tricks be may resort to, the enemy will
find himself in the passive position of having to receive
blows, and the initiative will always be in our bands".
This is a masterly exposition of Mao Tsetung Thought
on the strategy and tactics of people's war.
Self-Reliance
Comrade Mao Tsetung bas always taught that the people must rely on themselves primarily. The basic principle
of Marxism-Leninism is that the liberation of tbe ma~ses
must be accomplished by the masses themselves. As Comrade
Lin Piao has put it, "Revolution or people's war in any
counlry is the business of the masses in that country and
should be carried out primarily by their own efforts; there
is no other way.''
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External forces and external favourable international
situations no doubt influence the internal course of events.
But the main factor is the internal one. The Chinese Party
had to learn this lesson during the days of the anti-Japanese
War and earlier Civil Wars when they were blockaded on
all sides and had to rely only on themselves. That is when
they put forward the policies of "ample food and clothing
through self-reliance" and "develop the economy and ensure
supplies", and •·better troops and simpler administration"
Comrade Mao Tsetun~ asked:
"How bas mankind
managed to keep alive from time immemorial? Has it not
been by men using their hands to provide for themselves?
Why should we, their latter-day descendents, be devoid of
tbis tiny bit of wisdom? Why can't we use our own hands?"
He put the question in the correct psrspectlve when
he said that "China has to rely mainly on her own efforts
in the War of Resistance" . He added, "We hope for foreign
aid but cannot be dependent on it; we depead on our own
efforts, on the creative power of the whole army and the
entire people''.
He has stressed that the fundamental policy should rest
on the foundation of our own strength. Only by relying
on own pfforts can we in all circumstances remain invincible
This wise policy was to stand the Chlnese party and
people in good stead when the renegade Khrushchov broke
off economic relations, tore off all economic treaties, cancelled
all aid, withdrew all Soviet experts and tried to bend China's
knee. China, under the wise leadership of Comrade Mao
Tsetung, overcame this crisis by the policy of self-reliance,
by placing faith on the 700 millions of Chinese people and
unleashing their creative initiative.
Of course Comrade Mao Tsetung has clearly said the
peoples of the world invariably support each other in their
struggles against imperialism and it lackeys. "Those countries which bave won Yictory are duty bound to support and
aid tbe peoplrs wbo have not yet done so. Nevertheless, for-
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eiao aid can only play a supplementary role''. Tbe principal
and fundamental factor are the revolutionary forces in one's
own country.
Comrade Lin Piao has lucidly summed up Mao Tsetuog
Thought on this subject in tbe following words:
"lnorder
to make a revolution and to fight a people's war and be
victorious, it is imperative to adhere to the policy of selfreliance, rely on the strength of the masses in one's own
country and prepare to fight independently even when all
material aid from outside is cut off. If one does not operate
by one's own efforts, does oot independently poder and soiYe
tbe problems of revolution in one's own country and does oot
rely on tbe strength of the masses. but leans wholly. on foreign
aid- eveo though this be aid from socialist countries which
persist in revolution- no victory can be woo, or be consolidated even if it is won".

People's Army
"Without a people's army the people have nothing". In
this simple, single sentence, Comrade Mao Tsetuog gave the
answer to the question of bow the oppressed peoples are to
meet and defeat the temporarily superior might of the repressive state machinery of the reactionary ruling classes. This is
his specific contribution to the development of MarxismLeninism.
Immediately after the break-up of the first united
front in 1927 and the out-break of tbe Chinese Revolution
through the Autumn Harvest Uprising, personally led by
Comrade Mao Tsetllng, he took the initiative in forming
China's first Red Army, composed of the miners, peasants
and party cadres of Hunan province.
It was this army
that he led to the Cbingkang mountains where it was joined
by other similar armies which later grew, in combat with
the onemy, to be the mighty Red Army (now re-named the
People's Liberation Army-PLA) which was to liberate fbe
whole of China.
Comrade Mao Tsetung conceived of the People's Army
us an armed body for carrying out the political tasks of
1$7
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revolution. That i'l why he said: "Our principle is that
the Party commands the gun, and the gun must never be
allowed to command the Party...
He bas said: ••Tbe Chinese Red Army is an armed
body for carrying out the p.:>Iitical tasks of 1be revolution.
Especially at present, the Red Army should certainly not
confine itself to fiahting; besides fighting to destroy the
enemy's military strength, it should shoulder such important
tasks as doing propaganda among the masses, organising the
masses, arming them, helping them to establish revol~ti·
onary political power and setting up Party organisations.
The Red Army fights not merely for the sake of fighting
but inorder to conduct propaganda among the masses, organise
them, arm them, and help them to establish revolutionary politi·
cal power. Without these objectives, fighting loses its meaning
and the Red Army loses the reasons for its existence".
This kind of a people's army, conceived of and built
under the personal guidance of Comrade Mao Tsetung is
an· army of a new type. We are used to people being afraid
and terrified by armies of the reactionary ruling classes.
This is because these armies bully and oppress the people
and ride rough-shod over them.
But a people's army springs from the people, is one
with them and protects their interests. In turn, the people
welcome and support the people•s army. The success of
the armies led by the Chinese Communist Party are due
to the fact that they wholehearledly served the interests of
the people, that they were armies of a new type founded
on Comrade Mao Tsetung's theory on building a people's
army.
Under the guidance of this theory. the " army was
under the absolute leadership of the Chinese Communist
Party and most loyally carried out the Party's MarxistLeninist line and policies. lt bad a high degree of conscious
discipline and was heroically inspired to overwhelm all enemies and conquer all difficulties. Internally there was full
unity between cadres and fighters, between those in higher
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and those in lower positions of responsibility, between the
different departments and between the various fraternal army
units.
Externally, there was similarly full unity between
the army and the people and between the army and the
local government".
The armymen strictly observed the Three Maio Rules
of Discipline an~ the Eight Points for attention. The Three
Main Rules of Discipline are:( 1) Obey orders in all your a.ctions.

(2) Do not take a single needle or piece of
from the masses.

thread

(S) Turn in everything captured .

The Eight Points for Attention are:
(l) Speak politely.

(1) Pay fairly for what you buy.
(3)

Return everything you borrow .

(4) Pay for anything you damage.
(S)

Do not hit or swear at people

(6) Do not damage crops.
(7)

Do not take liberties with women .

(8)

Do not ill-treat captives,

No wonder that ao army which conducted itself in such
a manner was welcomed as the army ~f the Buddha by
the people of Tibet.
Further, Comrade Mao Tsetung bas taught that the
whole party should give ctos., attention to war and study
military affairs.
ETery Party member should be ready at all
times to take up arms and go to tbe front.
Comrade Lin Piao has pointed out that "The essence
of Comrade Mao Tsetung's theory of army building is that
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in building a people's army prominence must be given to
politics, i. e., the army must first and foremost be built
on a political basis. Politics is the commander, politics is
the soul of everything. Political work is the lifeline of our
army. True, a people's army must pay attention to the
constant improvement of its weapons and equipment and
its military technique, but in its fighting it does not rely
purely on weapons and technique, it relies mainly on politics, on the proletarian revolutionary consciousness and courage
of the commanders and fighters, on the support and backing
of the masses".
It is because of this factor that the People's Liberation
Army is the pillar of the dictatorship of the proletariat in
China but also played a decisive part in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.
No revolutionary party can lead a revolution to success
without building a people's army of this new type. Some
comrades raise the question as to bow to learn warfare in
such under-developed countries such as Ceylon where only
the sons of the rich are given military training in schools.
The answer was given by Comrade Mao Tsetung when
he said: "You learn swimming by swimming.
You learn
warfare through warfare. You learn to do revolution by
doing revolutioJJ. It is not a question of first learning
and then doing. Because doing is learning.''
Lenin bas aho taught us: ' ·An oppressed class which
does not strive to learn to use arms, to acquire them, only
deserves to be treated like slaves.
We cannot, uo less we
are bourgeois pacifists or opportunists, forget that we are
living in a class society from which there is no way out,
nor can there be, save through class struggle. In every
class society, whether based on slavery, serfdom, or as at
present, on wage labour. the oppressor class is always armed.
Our slogan must be arming of the proletariat and disarm
the bourseoisie''.
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CHAPTER

VII

One of the cardinal points in the strateay and tactics
worked out by Comrade Mao Tsetung for the success of
the Chinese Revolution is his policy of the United Front.
This forms an important contribution to the development
of Marxism-Leninism .
The need for a united front arises from the fact that our
enemy is strong and that, in colonial and semi-colonial
countries, the working class constitutes a relatively small
section of the population because of the arrested development of capitalism. Therefore, if the working class is to
defeat its main enemies- foreign imperialism, feudalism and
the comprador bourgeoisie- it must seek the allian.ce of
other classes and forces which are opposed to these reactionary
forces. That means that it must unite with all the forces
that can be united against the common enemy.
The policy and tactics of the united front does not
mean abandonment of the independence, initiative, separate
identity and leading role of the communist party inside the
united front. This was the mistake committed by the then
general secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, Chen Tu-hsiu
during the period of the first united front bet.ween tbe
Communist Party and Kuomintang. 1t was a pohcy of all
alliance and no struggle. On the other band, Wang Min&
was later to 11dvocate the ''Left" opportunist policy of all
strugglo and no alliance.
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Havi og summed up the experiences of these mistakes
and learnt by negative example, Comrade Mao Tsetuog put
forward the policy of "unity and struggle":
He clearly
laid down: ..If anlty is soogbr through slruggle, ll will ll'e;
lf unity is sou&ht tbrouab yielding, it will perish ''.
Comrade Lin Piao bas interpreted Mao Tsetung Thought
on this topic as follows:
"History shows that when confronted by ruthless imperialist aggression, a communist party
must bold aloft the national banner and, using the weapon
of the united front, rally round itself the masses and the
patriotic and anti-imperialist people wbo form more than 90
per cent of a country's population, so as to mobilise all
positive factors. uaite witb all the forces that can be united
and isolate to the maximum tbe common eoemy of tbe wbole
nation. If we a bandon the national banner, adopt a line
of "close-doorism" and thus isolate ourselves, it is out of
the question to exercise leadership and develop the people's
revolutionary cause and this in reality amounts to helping
the enemy and bringing defeat on ourselves.
"History shows that within the united front the com·
munist party must maintain its ideological, political and
organisational independence, adhere to the principle of
independence and initiative, aod insist on its leading role.
Since there are class differences among the various classes
in the united front, the party must have a correct policy
to develop the progressive forces, win over the middle
forces and oppose the die-hard forces.
The party's work
must centre on developing the progressive forces and expanding
the people's revolutionary forces. This is the only way to
maintain and strengthen the untted front".
In the later part of the above quotation, by the pro·
gressive forces is meant the communist party and the mass
organisations under its leadership. By the middle forces is
meant the national bourgeoisie. The die-hard forces are the
reactionary forces who constitute our enemy.

lt has further to be explained that it is only to the
Cll.tent that we develop the progressive forces that we can
win over the middle forces under our leadership. Otherwise,
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we will have to trail behind the national bourgeoi.aie and
the revolution will not ltad to success. Whether the middle
forces (and, particularly, its more progressive and left sechens)
can be won over to a united front under our leadership
depends on the lltreogth and organisational developmeo! of
the progressive forces.
That is why, in our attempt to
build a united front, the greatest emphasis must be placed
on the maximum development of the progressive forces.
During the war of resistance against Japan when the
Chinese Communist Party entered into a united front with
the Kuomintang, Comrade Mao Tsetung emphasised that unless
the leading role of the Communist Party is guaranteed
organisationally, the war could not be led to victory.
That is why we must realise that the worker- peasant
alliance must be the bed-rock of any anti-imperialist, national
united front. Comrade Lin Piao has explained:
"History
shows that during the national democratic revolution there
must be two .kinds of alliance within this united front
first, the worker peasant- alliance and second, tbe alliance
of the working people with the bourgeoisie and other nonworking people. The worker- peasant alliance is an alliance of
the working class with the peasants and all other working people
in town and country. It is the fouodatioD of the united
front . Whether the working class can gain leadership of the
national democratic revolution depends on whether it can
lead the · broad masses of the peasants in struggle and rally
them around itself.
Only when the working class 11ains
leadership of tbe peasants, and only on tbe basis of the
worker - peasant alliance,
is it possible to establish the
second alliance, form a broad front and wage a people's war
victoriously. Otherwise, everything that is done is unreliable
like castles in the air or so much empty talk".
Comrade Mao Tsetung has advocated trying to win over
even those who could be only vacillating and temporary allies
in the interests of defeating the common enemy. He advocated adjusting the Party's policies inorder to unite all the
anti-Japanese parties and groups, including the ICuomintaog,
i\Ud all the anti-Japanese st rata in a joint fight against the foe.
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Analysing Chinese society at that time (ao analysis which
valid for Ceylon too) be pointed out that the workers,
pe!Rants and the urban peti-bourgeoisie constituted the main
force in the fight against Japanese aggression and constituted
the basic masses wbo demand unity and progress.
i~

The bourgeoi:~ie was divided into the national and the
comprador bourgeoisie.
The comprador bourgeoisie was
capit\Jiatiooist and attached themselves to the various imperialist forces . They were opposed to the Communist Party
and were enemies of the people.
The national bourgeoisie had a dual character. It bad
contradictions with the workers and ofren vacillated. But
it also had a certain degree of readiness to oppose imperialism
and could be won over as an ally, even though a temporary
and vacillating one. To explain this simply, the national
or anti-imperialist l)t:Ctions of the bourgeoisie have two sides.
One, a good one and, another, a bad one. One, progressive
and the other, reactionary.
One, anti-imperialist and the
other, anti -working class. Besides this, it is continually
vacillating.
In pursuit of the policy of uniting all the
forces that can be united against our common enemy, the
working class must unite with their good side and oppose
their bad side; unite with their progressive side and oppose
~heir reactionary side;
unite with them wb~n they fight
imperialism and oppose them when they fight the working
class. This is the policy of unity and s.trugglc.
Comrade Mao Tsetung bas said: "Our enemies are all
those in league with imperialism- the warlords, the bureaucrats, the comprador class, the big landlord class and the
reactionary section or the intelligentsia attached to them.
The leading force in our revolution is the industrial proletariat.
Our closest friends are the entire semi-proletariat
and peti-bourgeoisie. As for the vacillating middle bourgeoisie
(i.e. the national bourgeoisie), their right-wing may become
our et,e,my and their left - wing may become our friend but we must be constantly on our guard and not let tbern creat~

confusion within our ruk$".
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lnorder to apply the tactics of the united front correctly we
must understand that there are many contradictions In every
society and that we must be clever in sorting out the main
contradiction and not allow other minor contradictions to
develop into major contradictions and thus handicap the
resolution of the major contradiction.
Por instance, in Ceylonese society, there are maay contradictions: the contradiction between forei(!n imperialism,
feudali~m and their running dogs like the UNP. FP. etc.
on the one band and the mass of the Sinhalese, Tamil and
Muslim peoples on the other; the contradiction between the
Sinhalese and the Tamils, between the Buddhists and the
Catholics, between the capitalists and the workers, between
the Goigama caste and Karava caste, between so-called high
castes and the so-called depressed castes, etc.
But the main contradiction is that between foreign imperialism, feudalism and their running dogs on the one band
and the mass or the Ceylonese people, irrespective of race,
We must concentrate on
reHgion or caste, on the other.
the resolution of this major contradiction and not allow
minor contradictions to develop to the point of hindering the
resolution of the major contradiction. We cannot solve all
the contradictions at the same time.
We can only solve
them one by one; and the major contradiction must be
solved first.
In other words, we must be able to make correct analysis
of the society in which we live and learn to identiry our
main enemy and to isolate and destroy him. For this pur·
pose, we must build a united front of all the forces that
can be united against the common enemy - ignoring minor
contradictions among allies.

If we confuse friend with foe, it will only give comfort
to the enemy and turn a potential ally into an enemy.
would be wrong tactics.

This

Therefore, ideutifying your main enemy and isolating
and defeating him by fonniog a united front of all the
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forc~s that .cou~d be un~ted against the common enemy is the
cardanal pomt tn applying the tactics of the united front
as taught by Comrade Mao Tsetung.
He also taught us
always to ''narrow tbe target of attack". This means unite
as many people as you can against the enemy and i1olate him.

In conclusion, it need hardly be pointed out tbat when

~omrade Mao Tsetung is speaking about a united fr~nt it

CHAPI'ER
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1s not for contesting elections to parliament but to bring
about a revolutionary change in society by the forcible
overthrow, by revolutionary people's war of aJI the reactionaries.

THE GLORIOUS 9th N~tTION!L ( 0~GR~SS OF TilE
COM)IUNIST PARTY OF fHIN.\
1

THE historic Ninth National Congress of the Communist
Party of China, personally presided over by the greatest
Marxist-Leninist of our era, Comrade Mao Tsetung, which
lasted from April lst to the 24th, is the greatest political
event in recent times
Introducing his report to the Congress, Comrade Lin
Piao, close comrade-in-arms of Comrade Mao Tsetung remarked that the 9th ·Congress wo.uld have a Lfar-reaching
influence in the history of the Chinese Party.
But the
revolutionary influence of this historic conference will spread
far beyond the boundaries of China. 'The report presented
by Comrade Lin Piao and unanimously adopted by the
Congress is a historic and revolutionary document. It
analyses the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. It teaches
us the lessons to be learnt from it and the wise guidance
given to it by Comrade Mao Tsetung.
It charts out the
course for aJJ revolutionaries inside and outside China. It
is a document of great significance which must be studied
and thoroughly underttood by aU revolu tionaries.
It is no wonder that the imperialists, the bourgeoisie,
the modern revisionists and reactionaries of all kinds are
raving at China. It is no wonder that the Soviet renegade
chieftain, Brezbnev, going back on his earlier understanding
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with other fellow revisionists and ignoring a plea from the
Rumanran revisionists, launched a bitter attack on the
Communist Party of China and its great leader, Comrade
Mao Tsetung, at the conference of scabs that is currently
taking place at Moscow.
These "gentlemen'' had all predicted that the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution would bring about dis-unity
and chaos inside China, that the leadership of Comrade
Mao Tsetung would be overthrown, that China will cease
to be a big power and would· cease to play an important
role in international pol itics. Bot things turned QUI to be
different .
China has come out of the Great Proletarian
Cul ural Revolution more united and more unified than ever
before. More than 700 . million people of China are today
solidly united behind Marxi,m-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Tho·
ught. The leadership of Comrade Mao Tsetung has been
made absolute.
China is on the verge of a great leap
forward in industry. airiculture and technology. Its voice
in international affairs is going to be lis·ened to with greter respect and there can be no doubt that Ch'ina will play
a decisrve role in international politics.

Comrade Lin Piao points out that Comrade Mao Tsetung
has e~epounded the dialectics of inner Party contradiction.
He has pointed out that oppo&ition and struggle between 1he
two lines within the Party are a reftection instde the Part
of contradictions between classes and between the new and
old society. If there were no contradictions in the Party lind
no struggles to resolve them, and if the Party did not get
rid of the stale and take in the fresh, the Party's life will
come to an end.

No wonder, then, the imperialists. the modern revisionists and reactionaries of all kinds are raving mad about
China. It is because their knees are trembling.

Comrade Lin Piao points out that the history of the
Communist Party of China is one in which Chairman Mao's
Marxist-Leninist line combats the right and "left" opportunist
lines in the Party. Under the leadership of Chairman Mao.
the Party defeated Chen Tu-hsiu's Right opportunist line,
defeated "Left" opportunist lines of Chu Cbiu-pai and Li
Li-san, defeated Wang Ming's first "Left" and then Right
opportunist lines, defeated Chang Kuo-tao's .line of splitting
the Red Army, defeated the Right opportunist and anti-Party
bloc of Peng Teh-huai, Kao Kang. Jao Shu-shih and othtrs
and after long years of struggle, has shattered Liu Shao-chi's
counter-revolutionary revisionist line. The Party has cons·
olidated itself developed and grown in strength precisely in
tile struggle between the two lines, specially in the struggle
to defeat the three renegade cliques of Chen Tu-hsiu, Wang
Ming and Liu Shao-chi, whrch did the gravest harm to the
Party .

I do not propose to quote at length from Comrade
L1n Piao's historic report as we are serialising it in our
weekly papers and also it is available in booklet form in
all languages. But I wish to draw the attention of our
readers to some significant aspects in this report which are
of interest to revolutionaries all over the wor1d. Comrade
Lin Piao gives a comprehensive report on the preparation.
the course, and the policies of the Great Proletarian CulturqJ
Revolution . He also gives a report on the conditions under
which the final victory of revolution can be achieved in
China. He also deals with the consolidation and building of
the Communist Party of China and with China's relations
with foreign countries.

Summarising the lessons to be drawn from the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, Comrade Lin Piao tells us:
"Under the dictatorship of the proletariat, we must educate
the masses of party members on classes, on class struggle, on
the struggle between the two lines and on continuing the
revolution. We must fight revisionism both inside and outside the Party, clear the Party of renegades, ·enemy agents
aod other elements representing the interests of the exploiting.
classes, and admit into the Party the genuine advanced
elements of the proletariat who have been tested in the
great storm. We must strlve to ensure that the leadership
of the P.iirty organisations at all levels is truly in the bands
of Marxists. We must see to it that the Party members rea-
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its own final emancipalion". With regard to the struggle
against •be enemy, be taught that we must, "make use or
contradictions, win o•er tbe many, oppose tbe few and crasb
our enemies ooe by one,.. He also taught that, ''The pro·
letariat is the greatest class in lhe history of mankind. It
is the most powerful revolutionary class idologically, poli·
tically and in strength.
It can and must unite the overwhelming majority of people around itself so as to isolate
the handful of the enemies to the maximum and attack:
them".
Discussing the consolidation and buifding up of the
Party, Comrade Lin Piao quotes Chairman Mao as having
said, "A human being bas arteries and veins through which
the heart makes the blood circulate, and he breathes with
his lungs, exhaling carbon dioxide and inhaling fresh oxygen.
that is, getting rid of the stale and taking in the fresh. A
proletarian Party must also get rid of the stale and take
in the fresh, for only thus can it be full of vitality.
Without eliminating waste matter and absorbing fresh blood
the Party bas no vigour".
Dealing with the question of the final victory of the
revolution Comrade Lin Piao quotes Chairman Mao: ''We have
won great victory. But the defeated class will still struggle.
These people are still around and this class still eltids.
Therefore, we cannot speak of final victory. Not even for
decades. We must not lose: our vigilance. According to the
Leninist view-point, the final victory of a socialist country
not .only requires the effort of the proletariat and the broad
masses or the people at home, but also depends on the
victory of the world revolution and the abolition or the
system of exploitation or man by man on the whole globe,
upon which aU mankind will be emancipated.

• nations on the one hand and imperialism and sociat 1mpe.
rialism on the other; the contradiction between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie in the capitalist and revisionist countries;
the contradiction between imperialist and social imperialist
countries and among the imperialist countries; and the contradiction between the socialist countries on the one hand and
social imperialism on the other. The existence and development of these contradictions are bound to give ri se to
revolution.
The report also contains a damning exposure on modern
reviSionism and in particular Soviet revisionism and its
transformation into social imperialism as evidenced by Soviet
aggression agRinst Czechoslovakia and the border aggression
against China.
The report concludes with the confident note, •·whether
the war gives rise to revolution o r revolution prevents the
war, U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionism will not last
long! Workers of all countries, unite! The proletariat and
the oppressed people and nations of the world, unite! Bury
U.S. imperialism, Soviet revisionism and their lackeys!

•

•

Dt>aling with the question of war Comrade Lin Piao
quotes Mao: "With regard to the question of world war, there
are but two possibilities: one is tbat the war will give rise to
revolution and the other is that revolution will prevent the
war". This is because there are four major contradictions
in the world today, the contradiction between the oppressed
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